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"Who mfly become members of this
club?"
"Any persons who will vote the
plp's ticket."
"What In the object of the club?'
"To down the Hulil.ells."
"Whom do we mean by the people?"
"Perfecto, Jesus, Clancy, Field, Alfred. Marron and St roup."
"Whnt Is the motto of the club?"
Hernrm (for office only.)"
"Whnt Is tile olllclal organ of tli
?lub?"
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TERRITORIAL

REPUBLICAN

TICKET

or CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

iv

Morning Truth.
"Why do we cnll

It

Ihe

alius

5i

For Delegate to Congreaa

H. ANDREWS,

of Bernalillo County.

COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
For Council
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.
'

For Representatives

j

GEORGE A. KASEMAN
MODESTO C. ORTIZ

For County Commissioners
8EVERO SANCHEZ

J.

B. MAYO

For Probate Judge
ISIDRO 6AND0VAL

1

For Probate Clerk
NESTOR MONTOYA.
For Sheriff
THOMAS S. HUBBELL
For Assessor
F. ALBRIGHT

1

'

'

GEORGE

For Treasurer and Ex Officio Collector
C. ED. NEWCOMER
For County School Superintendent
J. A. MILLER
P
I
'
L. .
I
For Surveyor
DON J. RANKIN
For Constitutional Convention
Delegates
H. F. RAYNOLDS
M. E. HICKEY
T. N. WILKERSON
T. C. GUTIERREZ
E. W. DOBSON

CACTUS

CLUB

HOLDS

OF INTEREST
Sowders Defines
Some Excellent Truths
to the Members.

President

The members of ihe Cactus club
around the stove in the
rear of Jones' Htore smoking and, in
a desultory manner, discussing the political situations when old man Sowders J. F. Sowders bustled in. bring
Ing a stranger with him. "Say. fel
lows." Maid the old man, "this is Mr.
Tom Thompson; he is all right and
I have asked him to become a member of our club; he will vote the people's ticket from top to bottom. Tom
believe in the people having some
say so in political affairs, he docs.
"Good enough. If the people will

wre seated

l ocated at the Corner
of Railroad Ave. and
D
I...... is iiuw (U
me
Druduwdy t.
n f tho
hnmo
VI
111.
liuilll

The

Morning

Truth?''

"Because it cannot till a lie."
"That is very good." said tne presi-dent. "This Utile catechism Is for the
purpose of fixing the principles ftrnv
ly In our minds, " 'he explained to our
new member.
George llondrix spoke up ami said,
"Ye, Slree! This Is a government
of the people, for the people and by
the people," as tho immortal Jefferson
said. "Jefferson never said It, Grant
is the author of them words," shouted
Andy Wilson In a loud voice. ".Sow,
see here," said old man Sowders,"
"'it don't make no difference no how'
who paid it. The sentiment Is what
counts; you can Just put this in your
pipe and smoke it," he said blowing
a cloud of smoke in a contemplative
way toward the celling. Every man
in the club hung on his words, for
when the old mHii contemplates. It Is
a sure Rign he is going to annouce
some troim nduoits iruth. He Mowed
another cloud of smoke toward the
ceiling and continued to contemplate,
during all of the time ho contemplated every man In tho club still
hung on his words. At last, to the
great relief of all, hp solemnly
that "the people are It." Yon
should have heard the cheering which
followed 'lie president's statement. I
tell you, the old man, as we affectionately call him, has some real deep
thoughts. When quiet was again restored, George. Mendrix said, "Them
words will go echoing down the corridors of time along with the words of
the Immortal Jefferson."
That was
more than Andy Wilson could stand,
so he shouted. ' hem words will go
thundering up the ladder of fame hand
in hand with those of Grant."
"Yes. Sir," continued the old man.
not noticing the Interruption, "the
people are it; and don't you doubt it.
The people's ticket will win in this
eject ion simply because the people are
it."
"What did the people have to do
with making the people's ticket?" asked Hank Johnson.
"Have to do with it? They had
all to do with it," said President
Sowders. "Didn't Klock and Clancy
and Field and Alfred tell Jesus and
Perfecto and the "American Citizen'
St roup to boll the regular republican
How many persons do
convention?
you suppose it lakes to constitute 'the
people?' And after 'the people' bolted
didn't the candidates on the people's
ticket, with characteristic modesty
nominate themselves for the offices.
Who are "the people," I'd like to
know7" shouted the old man, Just a
little ettited like. "You said
short
time ago that Perfecto, Jesus, Clancy,
Field, Alfred, Marron and the 'American Citizen' wre 'the pople', and
now you ask what 'the people' bad to
do with making the ticket. I'm disgusted with you. 'The people' above
named, with the help of Marron. made
the ticket. How appropriate then Is
the rjanie 'people's ticket'. I declare
unto youTigaln that 'the people are it.
I ll stake Field 8 reputation as a law
yer upon the truth of that statement.
Field has staked his reputation ag a
lawyer so often that I am sure he
will not object to me staking It just
once.
With Field's reputation as a
lawyer staked, and with my presence
here to back up his reputation, I as
sert positively, nnd without fear of
contradiction, 'the people' are it, anu
I defy any one to gain say the truth
of that remark,"1 shouted the old man,
a bit excited again.1'
would
And
almost be willing to stake Field's reputation as a lawyer again fact is. 1
would stake It if it were not for the
fact that 1 do not want to Impose up
on his good nature" at this point several groans were distinctly heard In
the room, but the old man kept on
without appearing to hear them, "'the
people will elect their ticket from top
to bottom if they ("the people") can
get enough men to vote for it." Everybody cheered us the old man sat down.
iThe following resolutions were then
unanimously passed:
Resolved, That 'the people' are it.
Resolved, That every person who is
a republican, or who votes ihe republican ticket, wears the Hubbell collar.
Resolved, That the Morning Truth
be requested to usrf larger type thnn it
has yet done whenever it prlnte liar,
thief and Hubbell.
The meeting was then duly ad
journed.
TOBIAS TOLUVER,
Secretary of the Cactus Club.
ed
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Pharmacy
THE NEWEST DRUG STORE
IN THE CITY, AND ONE OF
THE MOST COMPLETE,
DRUG STORES IN
YOU
SOUTHWEST.
THE
ARE INVITED TO CALL AND
SEE' IT.

HIGHLAND

m

PHARMACY

CCO00000
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

up

Painless Extracting

50c

....... .$1.50

ALL

'
ROOM

WORK

$6

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

$8
GUAR-

i

-

F. COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
B.

12,

two-stor-

SILVER CITY HAS
A

NEW

HOTEL

The opening of the new Orient hotel at Silver City by C. C. Whitehlll
places that busy town on a par for hotel accommodations with any town in
Mr. Whitehill's new
the southwest.
house Is a $15,000 brick structure
of forty rooms and furnished with
every modern convenience including
electric lights and baths. It is located on high ground within easy walking distance of the Santa Fe depot
TOR SALE.
and is also only one square off the
FmtSATTElTckle
mnin street of the town, which makes
farm In Bernalillo county. Chas.
it equally convenient for the travelK. Olockler.
ling man and the tourist. The fact
carpels.
Furniture.
that It is new recommends It as the FOR SALE
stoves, chickens. Inquire 313 S. Arno
best house In Sliver City as the other
structures are old structures.
FOR SALE Fire wood at the Superior Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
FOR SAIE Uts 3 and 4, block 20,
OFFICIAL MATTERS
Eastern addition; level, no water
courses, wind break to east. In
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N.
Postoffice Established.
Broadway.
A postoffice has been established at
FOR SALE Two or four very desirAlamo, Guadalupe county, to bo servable lots In the Grant tract. Cheap,
ed from Ruth, seven nines to the
Eagy terms or small monthly paynorth. Alfredo A, Chaves has been
ments. Inquire or address M. M.,
appointed postmaster.
Citizen office.
Postoffice Discontinued.
merchandise
The postoffice at. Canon, Yavapai FOR SALE General
business on the El Paso and Southcounty, Arizona, has been discontinwestern in eastern New Mexico.
ued, and. mail addressed to it will oe
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine opsent to Fort Myers.
portunity for right party. Can exPostmaster Appointed.
plain good reason for selling. Lot). G. Myhre has been appointed
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad
postmaster at the postoffice newly
dress inquiries to this paper
In
Grant county called
established
FOR SALE The Minneapolis house,
Tyrone.
44 rooms, nil furnished; income $150
per month; must le sold; parties
BUT THE FUN WENT
going away. Price $3,500 for lot
ON REGARDLESS OF ACCIDENT
i
building and furniture; best paying
During tho festivities of the
property in Albuquerque. Call or
dance near St. Micheals, the
first of the week while the Indians
address C. D. Ward, Minneapolis
house, Albuquerque, N. M.
were having horse races, which sport
is aside from the dance, an Indian FOR SALE Ranch.
Ed. H. KelTey
was badly hurt, says the Gallup Reanil sons having sold all their stock
publican. It seems one rider bumped
are now offering their fine stock
into another and he in turn, ran into
ranch for sale. It is the best Im
a third rider, who was thrown from
proved ranch In the country. Has
his horse and was stunned so that
two gemd wells, one of them has
he lay for a long time as ho had fallen.
windmill and surface tank. It is an
The medicine man, who was in charge
ideal sheep range. Postoffice, Datil,
of the dance, sang and prayed over
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twenhim, but aiil of the white men was
ty miles west of Datil.
repelled. One of the other riders was
thrown thirty feet but was uninjured.
of mile north government In'lnis incidtnt looked as if it might in
dian school; two acres good bearilerfere with the continuance of the
ing orchard with all kinds of fruit;
dance but through the interposition of
six acres cultivated ground and balwho reasoned
Chief Henry Dodge,
ance in alfalfa. Good seveu-rooHow's ThlsT
iwilh the Indians, ihey continued the
frame residence, barn and other
We offer One Hundred Dollars Howard dance.
uny case of
he
outbuildings. j.'or further particufer
that cannot
...
I.'
r,,r...l hv llnll. Catarrh
'
lars inquire of R. D. Lusted, or
La' est news from St. Petersburg is
IhKNKY & :o., Toledo, Ohio.
postoffice box 158. city.
We, the umlemlirned. have known F. 'thai 'h
mIpimi.
war
That's
nn'i
J. Chi ney fur the Jast IS years. inj,.,h
.,..1
i.,vl... h,.MI
v.imethinir
lielleve Inm perfectly honorable in all
PERSON.'..
pusini-Hand financially able
sbcTlfERN oTlti.S are the iiumt
to carry out any obligations made by his
ana
Burns.
Wounds,
Bruises
WaiillriK. Kinnan & Marvin,
lirni.
beautiful in the world. Get next,
Hy npplyine an antiseptic dressing
WhnlcH.il' I'ruKKiKts, Toledo, (J
boys, and Join our correspondence
Hall's ('utarr)i e'vire la taken internally, to wounds, bruises, burns and like in
club. Write us for particulars. The
arlmfe" direitly iimn the blond and mujuries before Inflammation sets in,
cous stirfui'ea of the system. Testimonial
Dixie club, P. (). box Kill, Chatta
sent free. J'rlce ii,c. per bottle. Sold by ihey may be healed without matura
noouu. Tenn.
all J ruKKits.
in about one third the time
tion
and
Tike Hall's Family 1'llls for constlpa required by the old treatment. This
tlon.
Is the greatest discovery and triumph LOST
Somewhere oil Second street,
surgery.
Chamberlain's
of modern
lasi Saturday night, a locket from
Strong Editorial Statement.
a gentlemen's fob. Finder will be
H, I., i i Ross has on exhibit inn at Pain Halm acta on this same princisuitably rewarded by leaving Ihe
Ibe store o W. M. Ross it sample of ple. It is an antiseptic and when apsame m (",06 John street.
Hue Irish po aloes of his own raising. plied to such injuries, causes them to
home oi ihe inbcr ili the Males atiheal very quickly. It also allays tue
Blood Poisoning
nearly i wo pounds. That is uIkh w pain and soreness and prevents any results from
eonsiipa'lon,
Keep a which i.s quicklychronic
call big potatoes. Tulluhoma (Tenn) danger of blood poisoning.
by Dr. King's
cured
your
home
(luu.lian.
bottle of Pain Halm in
New Life Pills. They remove all
and it will save you time and money,
germs from tho system and
Th' goose th'l lays t!i" golden eijn not to mention the Inconvenience and poisonous
new life and vigor; cure sour
infuse
gels killed now an' then, hm li never suffering such injuries
entail. For stomach, nausea, headache, dizziness
gels a aciilion.
sale hv all drusta.
and col'c, without griping or discom
fort. 2"ie. Guaranteed by all druggists.
1
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HEALS OLD S0RE5
and Secretary
Tolliver Discussing the Situation.

Mlways claim their rights

just us they
lire dulug this year, there will soon
be uo more bosses," exclaimed
a
member in the rear of the room.
'Keep still back there, will you,"
growled the old man. You see old
man Sowders i.s the president of the
Cactus club and does most, of the
talking just the same as Llurkhart did
of the democratic
at the
central committee when it sold out
Ibe democratic party .
"For the benefit of our new member
I will ask a lew questions and I want
every mau in the club to uuswer,
bald the president.
g

F.very old sore exists because of a polluted condition of the blood. Thia
vital fluid is infected with, some germ or old taiut, or perhaps has been left
in an unhealthy condition from a long spell ( sickness, or the trouble may
be inherited. The poisonous germs and nutter with which the blood is saturated force an outlet on the face, arm., lens or other part of the body and
form a sore or ulcer. This being continually fed by a polluted blood supply,
grows red and angry, festers and eals into the surrounding flesh until it
becomes what is very aptly termed an "old sore." The relief produced by
The only treatment that can do any
external treatment is only temporary.
real good is a blood purifier that goes to the very root of the trouble and removes the cause, and for this purpose nothing equals S. S. S. It drives out
from the circulation all morbid matter and genus, even reaching" down to
hereditary taints, and by cleansing the blood heal old sores permanently,
S. S. S. not only removes nil taints and poisons from the blood but builds it
up by supplying it with the rich,
properties it needs tc
keep the system in health. S. S. S. makes pure Mood and a sore must
Leal if the blood is pure and healthy.
Hook on Sores and Ulcers auc
I medical advice free
TftC SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, CA,.
health-sustainin-

mm

MONEY to LOAN

i

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on

On

SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high at
$200.
Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see (is before borrow-

....

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO
I

Capital and surplus. $.00,000

ing.

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
S15 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICE3.
Open Evenings.

INTEREST

TWO LOTS

ALLOWED

wgjMrfs

ir

SAVINGS

ON

mm

,MI

DEPOSITS

7jJ

mm

Trt

I

With Ample Meant and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Close in on North Fifth, at a bargain

this week.

Also 5 room bouse, close in, lowlands,
for $2700.00.

Ml

POR TERFIELD CO.
BACON
REAL

BASHINSKY

&
ESTATE

205 West Gold

AN3

and

Solicit

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; w. S. Strlckler, V. P.
and Cashier- - W
Johnson
ssL Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh,
mon :.una. A. M. Blackirell, Geo. ArnoJ. C.
O. E. CroIweH

LOANS

Auto Phone 578

PROFESSIONAL

nainfSIfnnra- - Wcmr, Wnrvi

Extends to Depositors Erery Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

110 West Gold Ave.

J

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA &
SANTA FE RY.

CARDS

LAWYERS.
Ira M.

BO

no.

ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32
N. W., Washington, D. O.
lands, patents, copyrights,
letter patents, trade marks,
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
que. N. M. Office, First
Bank building.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

F street

Pensions,
caveats,
claims.

ALBUQUERQUE,

National

E. W. Dobso i.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office.
Hock, Albuquerque. N. M.

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

Crom-we- ll

DENTISTS.
DR.

J.

NEW MEXICO

ornccRm and

Albuquer-

director
President
Vice" President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. B. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital. Surplus and Profits

E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 1G, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railrojid avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:
p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 402. Appointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.

Depository for Alchlsoa, Topeka

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK

DR. R. L. HUST.
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.

y

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

. . .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

.'

Interest Paid on 'l ime Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wond

A. BORDERS.

Commercial Club Building.
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.

Black

We Want Your

F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
'hones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

Banking Business

46-4-

DIRECTORS
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Miera.
u. H. earns, j. A. Weinman. F. II. otrong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N.
I

Marron.

f

J. R. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
Gold avenue.
RODERICK STOVt-t- , E. E.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
906 West Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone, 179.
MUSIC LESSONS.
Prof. N. DiMauro, the violinist,
gives lessons on the violin and mandolin. Guaranteed to be the best
teacher in Albuquerque. .Any one desiring lessons address general delivery, city.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office. Small Holding
. Claim No. 299S.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Oct. 19, 190C.
Notice is hereby given that the follo"OLD RELIABLE."
$
ESTABLISHED 1S73.
wing-named
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections o
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
Stats., 854.), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1SH3 (27 Stats.,
4?u). and that said proof will be made
before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Albuquerque. N. M., on December 5,
1!
,
0
viz: Juan Garcia y Samora, of
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
Carpenter. N. M., for the Tracts 1. 2,
:i and
4, Seclon
In
the Southwest.
19,
Township 11
North, Range 6 East.
Me names Ihe following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
AND
ad
0
verse possession of said tract for
years
twenty
next preceding the surRAILROAD AVENUE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
vey of the township, viz: Francisco,
Monte.. Leonard Skinner. J. M. Skin
ner and Maretlino Crespin, all of Car- pellter,
M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof.
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
SHERalAN-WILLIAMof the interior department why such
PAINT Covers more. loo,.s best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
proof should not be allowed will be
"
OVERCOATS.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint.
given an opportunity at the
Unredeemed overcoats for sale
Glass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
time and place to
cheap at Rosenfield's, the pawn brok
the witnesses of said claimant,
FIRST
STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
snd to offer evidence In rebuttal of
erthe man you can trust.
that submitted by claimant.
A Badly Burned Girl
MANUEL R. OTERO,
PIONEER BAKERY
nr boy, man or woman, is quickly
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Register.
out of pain if Bucklen'8 Arnica Salve
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor
(1. J. Welch of
Is applied promptly.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Danger From the Plague.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSTekonsha, Mich., Bays: "I use it iu
There's grave danger from the
FER STABLES.
CAKES A SPECIALTY. Horses and Mules Bought and Exmy family for cuts, sores and all plague of coughs and colds that are WEDDING
skin Injuries, and find it perfect." so prevalcut unless you take Dr.
changed.
We desire patronage and we guarQuikest pile cure known. Best heal Kings New Discovery for ConsumpBEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
antee
baking.
first
class
ing salve made. 25c at all druggists. tion, Coughs and Colds.
Mrs. Geo. 207
Street, between Railroad and
South First 8treet. Albuquerque. Second
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
Copper Avenue.
"It's a Godsend to people living in
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS climates where coughs and colds preTllry uv.riKIIIB W'l.tlr,,. tint,. vail.
I find It quickly ends them.
It
. I iv I vii w IMUw
a
ttli'l uliil. 'H'l. .IHi ri
Itfof prevents pneumonia, cures
No
111
grippe,
'
Street.
North
la
liU
First
,a
I'ln. 'l iiii).liua
gives wonderful relief in asthma and D1NELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietors. Headquarters for Low Prices
uiliail ll,i"l aiUH'rf ui
IOrlrlll
III u tfi rfMll. HIKl Lt
U
.'1,'l'lllt
hay
K
lungs
V' k n.jM u r. m. Oy f,.r w,.t,K'ii ri'iul
fever and makes weak
wines, liquors and cigars. on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
""1
I (.Mll'lt
,U
t
tlH'HI'
bt. strung enough to ward off consumpJ''i"i; ' '"""
Meals
From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
'' """
.f.'.'
'
'
tion,
coughs and colds. 50c and $1.
lllllll. "HI
Brushes and Jap-a-Ia- c
V! ' v lv
BOTT t'UElllCAL JO .'U..I..J.U.
Put up for Traveler..
Guaranteed by all druggists.
Trial
Month.
Day,
or
By
(
Week
Rooms
ANN ft SON.
406 W. FsllroMd Avenut
FOR SALE BY
bottle free.

0C0C0000
PUTNEY

ss

i

President Sowders

WANTED A competent girl for general houso work. Apply Mrs. O. L.
Brooks. tu;i West Copper avenue.
WATTFEDIb lirrnriiished and employment of all kinds secured
promptly, r.iil on, writo or phono
Colbiirn'e Kmplo.vinent agency. 109
W est, silvr avenue. Auto Phone 270
VvA.Vl m
ITemle'.iien's secouutiaml
clothing. No. Mu South First street,
south of viaJiici. Senu address and
will call. It. .1. Sweeney, proprietor
WAXTkii - i ie makers. I.J001I prices
No. 1 timber. Transportation.
Kinploymerit Agency.
Wa'.NTKD (I oo,l solicitor. Call forenoons. Dr. McCormlck, 522Vj West
Railroad av nue.
WAN'J'hi) Pits tion as clothing sales
man by experienced man. Address
W. I.. Hrown. (ien. Del.
competent, clerk, must
WANTEIJ--- A
speak Eiii;li.-l- i and Spanish and
come w:i recommended. CorresNeustadf, I.os
pond :i'li Simon
l.unas.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Furnished room with
board, for lady. 112 N. Walter.
lurnished
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, with bath, close In. No. 108
John street.
house, fur
FOR RENT four-roonished. Inquire ut 234 North Walter street.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well-fu- r
nished rooms tor housekeeping. 624
West Railroad avenue.
cottage, fur
FOR RENT Four-roonished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car line.
P3"RRE NT K i t c h e n , d ning "room",
bed room and store room. $15 per
month, at the Minneapolis House,
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENTPleasant airy, well fur
Improvenished rooms, with modc-rments. Apply at store, 522 East
Marquette avt'nue, corner of north
Broadway.
In"
FOR HE AT Apartments
Par
View terrace,
eight rooms each;
s(eam heated, and all other modern
conveniences. H. H. Tllton, room 19,
Grant Block.
y
FOR RENT A Rlx room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Mattencd, C24 West
Tijeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
houses and flats for housekeeping,
also ranch. Will take parties to
board. Apply at 110 East Coal avenue. Mrs. Korrls.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to GOc
per night. Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
The Minneapolis
House, 024 South Second street,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Col-burn-
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BUY
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Buy now the Stock of the PITTSBURG-MANHATTAValue $1.00, Fully paid and
100,000 Shares-P- ar

A Splendid Investment for Quick Profits.
Mining Company, of Tonopah, Nevada.
at 10 Cents per Share.

N

Piroper&y

Siimdl

Non-AssessableOffe-

red

Location

most notable facts of the. Company are that it owus proven gold and silver bearing land; not only is the ore there, but
it is there in quantities, an apparently inexhaustible supply of pay ore. The Company owns the Gregory Group of five
Claims situated in the famous MANHATTAN DISTRICT, and also has several claims in the LONE MOUNTAIN
DISTRICT; both these Districts are the richest in the WORLD. The tunnels have been opened up on the Lone Mountain
claims and indications point to striking large bodies of high grade ore carrying values in Gold and Silver.

THE
"

ft

Mining' Mas Built Many Great Fortunes
PROBABLY YOU DO NOT REALIZE HOW MANY PEOPLE THERE ARE WHO ARE ENJOYING A REGULAR
NOTHING SO SURELY OFFERS LARGE RETURNS AS A GOOD MINING STOCK.
OF THEM, AND THEY ARE LARGELY THOSE WHO BOUGHT THEIR STOCK WHEN THE OPPORTUNITY
ARE
THOUSANDS
THERE
STOCKS.
MINING
IN
INCOME AS A RESULT FROM INVESTING
STOCKS OF MANY MINING COMPAN IES HAVE ADVANCED
FROM A
BEGUN TO PAY DIVIDENDS.
WAS FIRST OFFERED TO SECURE SHARES AT A LOW PRICE BEFORE THE COMPANY HAD
BACK TO THE INVESTORS IN DIVIDENDS MANY HUNDRED TIMES WHAT
PAID
HAVE
AND
BESIDES
IN
VALUE,
A
SHARE
$1500
TO
$100
FROM
RANGING
FEW CENTS A SHARE TO PRICES
ON THE FIRST PRICE OF THE STOCK.
1000 PER CENT IN DIVIDENDS
TO GRASP THIS OPPOR-TUNITTHEY FIRST INVESTED MANY OF THE COMPANIES ARE PAYING FROM 100 PER CENT TO
MEANS
MEANS
AND
10
A
SUCCESS
TO
GOOD LIVING, TRAVEL,
YOU;
HOUSES,
SHARE
THAT
CENTS
COMPANY
AT
MINING
PITTSBURG-MANHATTAIN
THE
AND PURCHASE STOCK
IF YOU DO NOT GRASP THIS OPPORTUITY AND SECURE A GOOQ SHARE OF WEALTH YOU ARE LIKELY TO BE CLASSED AS
EDUCATION AND SOCIAL PRIVILEGES FOR YOUR CHILDREN.
NOT BE QUESTIONED, AND THESE MEN PLEDGE THEMSELVES TOSEE THAT EACH AND
A FAILURE
THE PROPOSITION IS IN THE HANDS OF MEN WHOSE ABILITY AND INTEGRITY CAN
PROFITS. EXPERTS HAVE EXAMINED THE PROPERTY AND IT IS THE UNIVERSAL OPINION THAT IT HAS A
EVERY INVESTOR IN THE ENTERPRISE RECEIVES AN EQUAL DIVISION OF THE
Y

8

WONDERFUL FUTURE

ft

,

Organisation
$1,000.000. DIVIDED INTO SHARES OF THE PAR VALUE
THE COMPANY IS ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, CAPITAL STOCK OF
TO TIME.
FROM
TIME
DEVELOPMENTS
REQUIRED
FOR
AS
SOLD
BE
WILL
WHICH
SHARES ARE IN THE TREASURY

""""

i

:

lO

OF

$1.00

EACH;

400,000
,

Cents Per Sluare, Casln or Installments

ft

WE WANT TO IMPRESS UPON YOU THE FACT THAT YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE RICH IN ORDER TO BECOME A SHAREHOLDER IN THIS SPLENDID COMPANY. THE PRICE OF SHARES
A POSITION TO PAY CASH FOR ALL THE 8HARE8 YOU DESIRE TO OWN WE WILL ACIS ONLY 10c AND YOU CAN BUY AS FEW AS ONE HUNDRED (100), $10.00 WORTH. IF YOU ARE NOT IN
MONTHLY
INSTALLMENTS.
SUPPOSE YOU WANT TO INVEST $10.00 IN THIS COMPANY; 8IMPLY
IN
PAID
FIVE
BE
TO
REMAINDER
E
TH
THE
DOWN
ORDER,
WITH
CEPT A SMALL PAYMENT
MONTHS, AND THE STOCK WILL BE PAID FOR. IT8 VERY EASY ANYONE CAN AFFORD
SEND US $2 50 WITH YOUR ORDER FOR 100 SHARES, AND THEREAFTER $1.50 PER MONTH FOR FIVE
ALMOST EVERY ONE HAS ENOUGH MONEY IN A YEAR TO BUY THEM AN INTEREST IN THIS COMPANY WHICH WOULD MAKE THEM INDEPENDENT FOR LIFE. 8END IN YOUR
TO DO THIS
MONEY WILL BUY, THE AMOUNT YOU 8END IF YOU WANT TO PAY ALL CASH, AND THE PLAN
ORDER TO DAY. THE FOLLOWING TABLE WILL SHOW YOU JUST HOW MANY SHARES YOUR
PAYMENTS.
FOR MONTHLY

What Your Money Will Buy
t

bhares
2rti)
shares
Sim) shares
4n0 shares
.".no
shares
tiuo shares
son shares
!
iiii shares
i,im shares
o.ooo shares
1i,i)0o shares
1'tO

10.00

20.00
30.00
40.00
50.00
60-0-

80.00

100.00
200.00
500.00
1,000.00

cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

$

2.5" cash and
5.00
0.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

20.00
40.00
100.00
200.00

cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash

and
and ,
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

$

per
per
5.00 per
7.00 per
8. 00. per
10.00 per
14.00 per
1C.00 per
32.00 per
80.00 per
100.00 per
1.50
3.00

month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month
month

MACKAY, MUNROE & CO.,
for

5

for
for
for
for
for
for

5

for

5

for
for
for

5

5
5

5
5
5

5

5

months
irionths
months
months
months
months
mouths
months
months
months
mnnths

BANKERS AND BROKERS
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA
Gentlemen
I

(at

10c

-

T

:

--

.

-

--

- r- -

s.

.

,

..

hereby subscribe for

shares

per share) of the Capital Stock of the

PITTSBURG-MANHATTA-

MINING

COMPANY

of

Tonopah

(par value $1.00 per share), for which find enclosed $
Please issue stock In. name of :
Name (In full)

Street and

No

City or Town
State

-

-

Yours truly,
stock we present it a

In offering this
their properties and the amount
OF THIS STOCK TO EVERY

a solid and safe investment,

of rich ore seems so inexhaustible

that

not a speculation.
WE

RECOMMEND

The resources of
THE PURCHASE

Signature
Put Name of Your Paper Along This Lino

INVESTOR.

Officers and Directors:
WINTER (Land Trust Company, Pittsjurg
(Mine Owner and Operator, Tonopah)
T. THOMER (Tonopah)
E. B. CUSHMAN
(Cashier State Bank and Trust Co., Tonapah)
W. B. BARTHOLOMEW (Tonopah & Goldfield Railroad Co., Tonopah)
ROBERT

M.

E. G. MINARD

President
Secretary

Treasurer
Director

THE ABOVE STOCK ARE NOW OFFERED FOR PUBLIC SUBSCRIPTION AT

CENTS PER SHARE. MAIL APPLICATION WITH REMITTANCE (CHECK, DRAFT, POSTOFFICE OR EXPRESS MONEY ORDER) TODAY FOR THE NUMBER OF SHARES YOU
DESIRE. CERTIFICATES WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FORWARDED ON RECEIPT OF YOUR LETTER.
100,000 SHARES OF

10

ADDk ESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

MUNROE
BACKERS AMD BROKERS

COMPANY
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA

RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES WANTED EVERYWHERE

I

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN

inihlmhed Dally and Weekly.

By

The Citizen Publishing Company
W. T. McCREIQHT,
Business Manager.

W. 8. STRICKUER,

President.

It Is often difficult, when a political trlckHtrr la
tempting to handle figures, for the reader to determine
whether the aforesaid trickster is a fool himself or
thinks that the render is a fool. In other words, which
is the trickster, knavo or fool? No one can avoid axktnK
himself this question when reading the twisting and
f1 anglings
of county records by which the would-b- e
inancial writer on the morning paper tries to convince
his readers that the money matters of the county ore
in better condition under the management of the
reformers than such matters were under republican control. Rut the poor fellow has a weary task
when the reader looks at the facts and figures In 'he
case. Try these: In 1901 the county tax levy was, omitting cents, $92,192. In 1902. county levy was I87.19. in
1903 it was $38,320. In 1904 it Wan $4,857. Total S:ii2.-98- 8
for four years, or an average of $75,747 per year.
d
reformers, the county ievy for
Under the
For 1900 it is $10fi."27. Total fur
1905 was $95,942.
two years, $201,9t;9, or an average for each year of $100.-98In other words, the great, grand and only reform
administration, during the two years of Its existence in
office, levied for county purposes alone, an average of
$25,237 each year more than the republicans averaged
per year during the last four years of their administration.
Here arc the figures. They are taken from the records. They are not manipulated. They are for any one
to see and add up for himself, and nil tbo twisting and
tangling, and contortions of body ami truth which the
morning paper makes, can not alter the facts. lxok at
them again. The morning paper's special leased wire
more generally known as its greased liar says that, the
republicans, when In power doubled the people's taxes.
"What do the figures 6how? See them for yourself. They
show that for county purposes, the only part of our taxes
for" which the county administration has any responsibility, during the two years of reform, the people
have been taxed an average of over $25,00t a year more
than they were taxed on an average by republican adA certain general said of one of his vicministrations.
tories that another such victory would bo his ruin.
Don't you think, reader, that the less we have of this
pretended reform the better off we will be?
at-

seir-Rtyl-

self-calle-

4.

O. A. Larrazolo, democrat candidate for delegate to
congress, who spoke at the opera house last night, made
a good impression in the city by his bearing, manner,
and his ability to talk, which he possesses in common
with the American people of Spanish descent.
But, like the cow vhich gave a full pail of milk he
put his foot in it when he allowed himself to become a
repeater of calumnies, supplied by the mornparrot-lik- e
ing Journal, against the chairman of the republican central committee and the national republican committeeman of this territory.
The democrat candidate also tread on very dangerous ground when he appealed for election because he la
a Mexican. "All of us in this territory are no doubt
proud of the nationality of which we are descended. The
Jew that he is a Jew, the Scotchman that he is such, the
German likewise, and so through the category. But
when any candidate appeals to race prejudice he is
treading on very insecure ground, for however we may
"be proud of our ancestry any man living in this territory, whatever his descent, is unworthy of office of any
kind, who is not prouder still, and who does not sink
cestral pride in the fact, that he Is a New Mexican.
It may be very satisfactory to Mr. Larraolu to remember that he is a Texan of Spanish descent, but it is
no argument for his election to congress any more than
if he'were"of any other former citizenship or of any
other racial descent. One who attempts to stir up race
animosities anywhere in the United States, the people
of which are the most cosmopolitan on the globe, should
be relegated to the deepest shades of private life.

SOME SHERIFF BUSINESS
The legislature passed a law permitting county commissioners to levy a special tax fur feeding prisoners.
The reform administration, which has cost the county
over $25,010 each year of Its existence more than previous republican administrations had cost, of course jumped at such a permission and at once enforced it.
reader, the law wus not mandatory. It was
only permissive. It lets the county commissioners add
this tax If Jhey want to do so. The skyscraplng reformers of course at once wanted to do so, and did do so.
This boarding prisoners fund was put at 3 mills and
yielded $9,918.27 in 1905 and $11,101.94 in 19oti. Remember that there was no such special tax during the
republican administration. Feeding prisoners, when Tom
Hubbell was sheriff, had no fund of its qwn. Hence,
what Perfecto Annljo has drawn for the orftee of sherirt
must be increased by the fund for the feeding
of prisoners.
What has this new fund amounted to under the reIn 19'Ij it was $9,918.37. In 19"ti
form administration?
it was $11,10J.94. Add this to what Perfecto Arinijo has
drawn for his office of sheriff, on which Tom Hubbell
could, not- draw because there was no such fund, and
where do "you find the mild, meek and well mannered
Taxpayers are taking a tumble. They are
Perfecto?
realizing that an ounce of figures is worth a million
d
pounds of
assertions.
-

bald-hade-

republi-

can county organization is centering all its hopes in its
ability to "buy the election hoards in the different parts
ot the county," the morning Journal, with its usual felicity for inadvertent and damaging admissions, continues, "but they will approach that business very gingerly because they know thai the managers i f tin- - peopled
ticket have arranged plans for watching thai son ot
work very carefully."
It would appear that even the insidious orga.i of the
bolters tacitly acknowledges the truth ol tin- rumor th.il
the fondest hopeg of the peopled ticket are t:i d on a
strategic stealing of ihe election boaids. VAllth five candidates on the ticket, backed by possibilities for coercion through the fact that they now hold eounty offices,
It is hardly necessary for the Journal to admit that they
have' "arranged plans for watching that sort of work."
There la an old adage about stones and glass houses. It might be well, also, for the Journal to remember
crusade it will
that In starting Its present
have an increasing demand for a large and plentiful suit-plof whitewash to protect its own mottled coterie from
an overwhelming exposure.
mud-slingi-

In yesterday's Issue of the Optic J.

(1.

McNary,

who

for the last three years has been the chief owner, the
editor and the manager of the Optic, announces that he

baa been succeeded as manager of the Optic Publishing
company by W. F. Cornell, the latter having acquired
a large Interest in the company. Mr. McNary also retires as editor and about the first of the year will move
to El Paso with his family. Mr. Cornell bus had long
experience In every department of newspaper publishing, and so comes to his new venture with ample
0cat Ion. Having been a republican all his life, there will
be no change in the politics of the paper. The Citizen
welcomes Mr. Cornell Into the newspaper fraternity ot
the territory and wishes him the largest measure of success in his new venture.
Yuma Examiner

;

i

t

us see, Mr. Arizonian.

You

have been' sending Mark Binith to congress for the past
eighteen years. What for? To defeat statehood? He

x
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MOST BELOVED OF FAME
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DOY'S CARS
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LARGEST
GOOD
TO
TO
EAT
BE
THINGS
FOUND IN THE CITY. IF YOU
GOOD THINGS AT
WANT
CORRECT
PRICES TRADE
WITH US.

HOW TO BECOME THE

o
0
Q

o
o
o
o
o
o
UNDERWEAR--$1.0- 0
to $8.00 per Suit Q
o
o
SHO
o
Nettleton Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00, Forbush $3.50 to $4.00

ASSORTMENT OF

OOOCK0000000

a

o
o

Children's Suits - $3.50 to $8.00
Men's and Boy's Sweaters 75c to $5
Men's and Boy's Hats and
Caps
. 25c to $6.00
-

THE

HAVE

WE

o

Young Men's Overcoats $10 to $20
Young Men's Suits - JO to 20
Children's Overcoats $5.00 to $10

So BOY'S SHOES

evi-
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O

Merely as friendly advice, it might be suggested to
the people's ticket that they nail a plank to their belated phrtform suggesting to the "loyal democratic
just where he "Is at."
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COMFORTS, BLANKETS

want to be immortal.

Would you earn a deathless fame?
Would you have the public rate you

character known free from blame?

Would you hear a fair world's plaudits,
As you play life's fltfuj game?
Would you make Horatlus on the bridge
And ancient Curtius look tame?
Would you rank among the highest.
As a man unknown to shame

BAKERY

TRY OUR

GOODS.

We have just received
the largest and best selected line of Bedding
ever seen in Albuquerque

THE QUALITY' IS THE BEST.
EVERY ARTICLE WE SELL IS
GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY
BACK.

Just get the morning Journal
To slander your name.

All
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THAT PEOPLE'S LOBBY IS
SAID TO BE GROWING

FAST

(By Gileon Gardner.)
Special Correspondence.
Washington, 1). C, Oct. 24. The "People's Lobby"
is rapidly becoming a reality. The response to the idea
has surprised even its most sanguine promoters.
That President Roosevelt has let It be known that
he thinks the scheme a good one, has served, no doubt,
to help It along. A good many people might otherwise
have thought the lobby an advertising scheme for some
magazine or newspaper. It is an honest effort, by a
number of sincere people, to do "something constructive", and to reduce the "reform sentiment'' which has
been In the air to something which will "do business."
It may be as well to state that the people's lobby
Is not a Roosevelt Idea.
He did not suggest or originate
it. It is not fair, therefore, to assume that the lobby is
to be an administration sideshow, or an organ for boosting Roosevelt schemes. The men who have been asked
to serve as' a governing board are of all parties and
walks in life, whose public records and names are
enough to commend them. The people's lobby Is expected to be doing, business when Theodore Roosevelt
Is a private citizen, writing textbooks about animals
and birds.
The purpose of the people's lobby is to maintain at
Washington an organization, or equipment, which will
do for the great mass of the common people what is
done by the multitudinous lobbies maintained by tlie
multitude of "special interests." The lobby will undertake to keep a little closer watch on legislation and
legislators than has been possilde in the past. The work
of making laws for 80,000,0iin people Is a complicated
job. No one man can keep tal on everything.
There
are secret sessions of committees which ought to be
open sessions. There are unrecorded votes on vital
matters which ought to be recorded ami reported to the
voters. There are Important little paragraphs buried in
the middle of great tomes containing the annual appropriation budgets. Things like these, together with the
records of members of congress, the people's lobby will
look after wit ti Its expert lawyers and agents. The facts
they will hand out to the Washington correspondents
and to anybody (hut wants them.
Nobody knows belter than the decent correspondent the need for such an aid to his labors. It is somea:
times said that the correspondent
is maintained
Washington for this very purpose, it is true that they
are digging for the truth all the time, but it is likewise
true that the daily and hourly demand for "copy," which
requires them to "cover" the' conspicuous, above-boarvital doings of the day, leaves them little time for camping out in obscure committee rooms, or browsing for
hours through the cumbrous records. to find where ihe
"little joker" Is concealed.
One of the best evidence:; of popular support for
the lobby is the way the subscriptions are coming in
from all Hurts of the couutrv. Thcv even strike the
While house no'.v ami theu. some .subscriber thinking
jt'ni K01..-- veti will see that ii goes into the right place.
The.' Alio have recently been added to the govern
ing commnt. ,. are: Lewis I). Iirandels, lawyer, of Boston, of the Public Franchise league, and author of the
plan for wauc earners' Insurance; Everett Colby of New
Jersey. Known for his work in political reform; Frederic
C. Howe, editor in Ohio, and law partner of James it.
(iarfield; .Indue Benjamin B. Lndsey, of the Denver juvenile court; Mark Sullivan, associate editor of Collier's
Weekly, and T. K. Webster of Chicago, manufacturer,
and associated with the Municipal Voters' league of that
city.
Aiming those who previously accepted appointments
on Ihe governing committee are: R. M. Allen, secretary
of the Interstate Pure Food commission;
Samuel L.
Clemens ("Mark Twain"); Francis .1. Heney, special
government prosecutor In the Oregon land fraud cases;
Samuel McCune Lindsay, secretary of the National Child
Labor committee; John Mitchell, president of the United
Mine Workers of America;
Henry Beach Needham.
s
journalist; James 11. lu- nobis. Joint author of the
meat Inspection report; Lincoln Steffens, associate editor of the American Magazine; Benjamin Ide
Wheeler, president of the University of California, and
William Allen While, editor of the (Sazette, Emporia,
Kansas.
Among others who have given financial and moral
support to the movement are Winston Churchill, deHampshire;
feated candidate for governor in New
Robert J. "Collier of Collier's Weekly; Brand Whltlock.
mayor of Toledo;
Garvin of Rhode island;
State Senator Everett Colby of New Jersey: Samuel
Hopkins Adams; Seth Low,
of New York city,
and lovrnor Charles S. Deneeu of Illinois.
d,

prices but lower
than elsewhere.

Best Materials

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXC0X3XX00
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BOY'S

o

O
O
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NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
NEW AUNT JEMIMA'S PANCAKE FLOUR
NEW MAPLE SUGAR
NEW MAPLE SYRUP
NEW WALNUTS
NEW ALMONDS ,
NEW DATES
NEW FIGS

It is reported that Sigfried Grunsfeld Is finding his
campaign for the assessor's office too strenuous for his
health. Sig. should really be allowed an assistant to
iock over those office furniture catalogues.

A

hvfil

"Good Things to Eat"

-

IX) you

Boy's Underwear

Grocery Comp'y.

In the retirement of .lames (Irahaui Mc.N'u'y from
the field of New Mexico ncwspapcrdoin. by the sale ot
more or less of his financial Interest in the Ias Vegas
Optic, there has been lost to the newspaper craft a thorough gentleman, a man- of literary attainments and a
Christian. He retires from this work ami from the territory with the utmost, respect, of The Citizen as be does
with that of every one who knows him.

The morning Journal's "jewel of consistency" Is
dently In hock these days.
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Why,

CANDIDATE FOR DELEGATE

LOOK A LITTLE OUT
Following a brazen charge that the regular

has been successful beyond measure. Had you sent a
man to Washington who represented you and not the
mining and railroad corporations, statehood would have
been granted years ngo. Mark Smith was always for a
statehood bill, saddled with Rome impossible rider which
insured its defeat. Arizona could have had statehood
on terms with Utah, which were readily accepted by
Utah. Mark and the Arizona corporations said no, by
Insisting on the lfi to business, knowing full well that
congress could only grant to Arizona the same rights
fliat the rest of the United States enj'iyed. Now Arizona Is offered statehood on the same footing that Oklahoma unrj Indian Territory have gladly accepte 1, but
"Mark" says no and the people take a hand. '"Marli'i an.1 S
' Elllnwood" have so dethned theniseivi s in both the
democratic and republican platforms, i'hes gen'lemen
and their musters do n ;t want statehood and t'a? talk
for any kind of stntihood is made on.y to pull t.i j wool
over the eyes of the voter, but at the immortal Lincoln
declared, "You en n't foul nil the people nil th time,"
or. shall we add, forvere?
1

THAT GLORIOUS REFORM

.

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

AQE FOUR.

Jaffa

Try us lor your

Grocery Co.

Com-

forts and Blankets.

"Good Things to Eat"
MAIL ORDEIS

FILLED THE SAME

O. W STROMG & SONS
HOUSE FURNISHERS

DAY

1HEY ARE RECEIVED.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Following quotations received hy
J. Gr.if & Co., Alhuquerque, N. M.
Correspondents for Logan & liryan,
Chicago, Ilia., October 24, 190C:
American Sugar
113
Amalgamated Copper
154 Vi
American Smelter
75V4
American Ixicomotlve
43
American Car Foundry
2liSV4
Anaconda
Baltimore &. Ohio
llSVs
P.

'78;

Brooklyn
Colorado Fuel
Chicago, Oreat Western
K'rie, com

Louisville

52 Vi
17 Vi
43
144
20

Nashville
Mexican Central
Missouri Pacific
&

U4

.Nation.il jcad
New York Central

75
129Vk
45

Ontario & Western
Pennsylvania
Heading om
Kock Island, com

1

143U

c

St. Paul

Sou'lurn Hallway, com.
Sou: hern Paclfie
Union

4")

27
.171
. 33

...

invi

.

Pacific

1S2V&

I'niled States Steel, com,.
United States Steel pfd...
Green Consolidated
Coin er Range
North IHiute
Butte Coal

4Uiii

l'lj!
.

25 U

.

SO

.112
37

Old Dominion
May Wheat
Ueceinher Wheat
Deeeinlier Corn
Decemlier Cotton
.May Corn

H

iT'a
72
42Vi

Ittl.ttY
!

'h

'.s

Kansas City Livestock,
Kansas City, Oct. 24. Cattle receipts ll.iini ineluding 1,501) southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $4.15Siy
southern steers $2.S0!&5.25;
sum hern
cows
J2.00fi 2.U0; native
cows and heiters $2.00C( 4.75 ; Blockers
te
and
ilers $2.WJii 4.t!5; hulls 12.10'jf
3.5";
calves $2,755(0.50;
western
sti i rs J:!.5itffj 5.25; western cows 12.35

IT'S YOUR KIDNEYS.
Don't Mistake the Cause of Your
Troubles An Albuquerque Citizen Shows How to Cure
Them.
Many people nevtr suspect
tneir
kidneys. If suffering from a lame,
weak or aching lock they think thai
it Is only a muscular weakness; when
urinary trouble sets In they tnink it
will soon correct itself. And bo It is
with all the other symptoms of kidney disorders. That is just where the
danger lies. Youn must cure these
trouhles or they lead to tliahetes or1
Brlght's dlstase. The hest remedy to
use is Doan's Kidney Pills. It cures
ail Ills which are caused ly weak or
diseased kidneys. Albuquerque people
testify to permanent cures.
C. A. Hall, machinist, in the round
housi.' of the Santa Fe shops, residence 2n4 Atlantic avenue, says: "I
have had attacks of pain just across
(ne kidneys, some of which lasted an
entire week. When they occurred
to the aching and
there was no Kt-uiiuurally I was on the outlook for
something to (heck the trouble If not
radically dispose of it. The last nieui"
cine
tried was Doan's Kidney Pills.
To say they are worth recommending
IVthly expresses my opinion of them,
and to show in what estimation I
hold the remedy let Hie add I keep
l man's Kidney
Pills constancy In the
house for fear of a reoccurrence taking place, fully convinced that lean
d. pend upon t!ie treatment to bring
speedy erlief."
For sale by nil dealers. Price 50
i cuts,
Foster Milburii Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Slates. Ileuiembtr the name i man's
and lake no other.
p

1

;

THE BEST IN TOWN
Per Gallon

$X.50
Orders
Delivered to any part of the city
-

-

-

Special Price on Large

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red
Colo.

COAL

:

j

$6.50

i

'

WOOD
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
$2.25 AND $2.75

John

S.

502 SOUTH

JUST RECEIVED
at the

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON

92.

LOMMORI

&

MATTEUCCI.

We Keep It Up
i

We keep the quality
op to the highest.
by using;

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
A choice line of Imported Goods Dl- rect from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meats and a full line of choice groceries.

'

of our bread
This is possible

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

B. K. ADAMS not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

Deofilio Gutierrez.
The funeral of Deofilio Outicriez,
PIONEER BAKERY,
who died of pneumonia yesterday at
tils home In the northeast part of Al207 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
buquerque, was held this morniiiK
from the church of San Felipe do Neri.
Burial was at Santa llarbara ceme- Funeral Director and Licensed Embalmer THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
Chicago Live Stock.
tery. Mr. tiiitierrez was a bricklayer
J!
Vkl
m a tit . ff S9
Ci.ii
Oei. 21. Cattle
receipts. by oeupal ion. A widow and two chilflOneS Colormdo, Blh
i
NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
steady to
cents lower. Pee- dren survive him. The funeral was in
Corner Fifth and Railroad Avenue
ves $l.iiii',( 7.25; cows and heifers clmi Ke of O. V. Si rone's Sons.
$1.5n'(i r,.i;,; Blockers and feeders $2..j
No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
9' 4. in; Texans $3.75(t('4.30; westerns
'J. E. GALLOWAY, Marrager.
Rozalella Montoa de Duran.
O. D.
:i.H".Tii.2i; calves I0.O0W7.50.
Ko.elalln Montolla de Duran. an C.
Sheep
receipts 25,0eo.
Market uned native lady, died of heart trou- Scientific Optician
s ' any
nlieep $3.ti5'ti 7.5e
lamlis hie and complications at her home,!
f Oili 7 ",ll
021 North Fitth street this morning.
THE CELEBRATED
The funeral, In chaise of A. A. llor-- I
Money Market.
del s, w ill he held tomorrow morning
New Yoik, Oct. 24. Prime mercanfrom
church of Sin Felipe de
tile paper, ;(( 1. 12 : silver, 70'.; money N't ri. ihe
w ith
burial at Sutita llarbara
"u call, tirni, 3ij5.
l".v.
cemetery.
.4, iT 1 , A
St. Louis Wool Market.
Alfred Robarge.
' V
St. Louis, Oct. 24. Wool steadv;
A
The body of Alfred Kobarge, who
City,
Ciime to Albuquerque from Hay
Michigan a year since, lies at the unMetal Market.
New York,
Bottled In Bond.
Oct. 24 Copper and dertaking establishment of O. W.
Strons's Sons' waiting word from his
"iid nnclianned.
disdirecting
Hay
the
t'ity
larnts at
position of it.
Spelter.
old.
years
Young
St.
Kobarge
was li
llct. 24. Spelter steady.
$r,.i'ii
He died at his home in the Highlands
Distillers.
last ninlit. The young man, who was
At the studio of Miss Hiron. 21S
KY.
FRANKFORT.
Lumber
American
ewploye
the
of
a:i
West .,,. av.nue, is displayed a tine company." hud been ill fourteen days.
TESTED
EYES
FREE
select h:i ,,f pictures done principally His fa'her. mo: tier and four sisters
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
in oil. Tliet-are the work of Miss r ldi- at Hay City.
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
MELINI.& EAKIN
llaron,
lo recently
the studio fin- the purpose of teaching in
Sol Agent,
Speaking Well of the Bad.
an mid physical culture. Put .vjiss
HAIR WORK.
Miss Kittie Had, of Lexington, is
N.SM.
Albuquerqut,
Huron does not work (.ntlrely in oil. teaching tne colored public school at
Automatic Phone,
Mie has t'tme charming water colors this place. It is claimed she is a
Mrs. Kutheiforft. at homo to anyone
to show von if your taste leans that proficient
View
wauling hair work done, every WedInstructor. Valley
tKy.) strgent.
nesday, at 617 South Broadway.
;

3.75.

Shi'ei) receipts 7,mn. Market strong.
Millions $1.50(5.00; latnlm $5.75t(7.35
range wethers $1.25(5.75; fed evvtb
$ l.i'i"( 5.50.

r

2a

H. CARNES,

;

V

f

Z;..;A

O. P. o.
WHISKEY

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

-
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story which appeared in
Journal thin morning unil the
ailmhtHions of the police oonrerninK
the cllcspd robliory nf Sersennt i Warfl
infantry, it
of the Twenty-firs- t
thnt neither are aware that, it
was Private John Ling and not
Ward, who was so carefully
Kuanled liy the law's minions at the
Sturscs hotel Imr. At ll:3n o'clock
yest-rttamorning he was t:ikeu from
tile hotel to his bunk in the troop
Private Ling made no
train.
about beini; drugged and robbed. Sergeant Ward was not taken
from tho hotel. He was taken into
custody by the squad at Iiroadway
and Railroad avenii- shortly before 1
o'clock dnring the noon hour yesterday. He had left the train in a half
crazed state, ns he said, to find the
people who took his money. He walked cast on Railroad avenue in a
opposite direction from where
he had come earlier In the day declaring, as the officers stated, that
lie had been drugged and robbed.
people returnAt least seventy-liv- e
ing to their work from dinner, witnessed the Incident on the street ami
not a few of the bystanders a!out the
soldier train, who waited to see the
cause of the arrest and the struggling, heard both officers anil men
declare Sergeant Ward had apparently been drugged as they had never
seen him in that condition before, (an
unusual circumstance In vjew of his
service in the Philippines.)' Also fh
officers told the reporter for the Citizen that he lfft the car when the
train stopped here with $20 in bis
possession, that he returned within
two hours and a half declaring that
he 'had lost his money and acting in
a, "dopey"
(the word used) condition; that lie took a sudden insane
idea that he wanted to find the people, whom he said got, his money, and
wandered off looking for them on
Kast Railroad avenue where he had
never been before. The squad found
him qt. Broadway. The story concerning the alleged robbery is in substance the statements of Sergeant
Ward's comrades and the commanding officers. Chief McMIUin
knew
nothing of the alleged robbery until
he read It In the Citizen, as the story
stated, no reports weremade to the
police by the soldiers that anybody
had been robbed. Both the chief and
the Journal have Private Ling confounded witli Sergeant Ward. The explanation will perhapB set them right,
and correct the uncalled for
tion that the Citizen's story referred
..to 'the Sturgea hotel bar, an Me
'sfc precincts of the "naif world. Had
the Journal and the chief been conversant with the FACTS, such an inference no doubt would not have been
drawn.
a
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Kev. J. C. Rollins, 1). I)., of the
First Methodist Kplscopal church, returned this morning from attending
the New Mexico 1'Jiglish mission conference, which closed Its annual session at Roswell Sunday night, after
one of the most successful meetings
in the history of the mission.
Bishop David H. Moore, one of the
ablest of the bishops, presided. A
large number of the men of the mission were in attendance, despite the
great distances necessatily traveled.
During the past year the Roswell
church has been completed, and on
Sunday was dedicated free from debt
by Bishop Moore.
There were some changes in the assignment of pastors for ine coming
year. Dr. A. P. Morrison, for nine
years the successful pud loved superintendent of the mission, asked to be
relieved, and was transferred to
Mountain View church. Butte, Mont.
This is one of the best nppo'ntntents
in the great northwest.
After the announcement of the proposed transfer of Dr. Morrison, Dr.
Rollins on behalf of the ministers of
the mission, presented it. Morrison
with an elegant cut glass waterset
and a rich sMver ten service, inscribed
as follows: "In Loving Memory of
Faithful Services."
is Rov.
The new superintendent
Samuel Blair, of the Central Pennsyl-vain- a
conference. He will make his
headquarters at El Paso, ns did Dr.
Morrison.
Among the changes for the year 1b
the assignment of Rev. H. Van
to Las egas, and Rev. Wm.
Reace to Raton; also tn appointment of Rev. F. Geyslnger of the Cincinnati conference to El Paso.
Rev. John Murray from the Colorado conference is appointed to Roswell. Rev. J. C. Rollins. D. IX, of this
city, who is returned for the second
year, was elected secretary of the
conference.

LARRAZOLO

SPEAKS

AT

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

At the Elks' opera house last night
H. O. Larrazolo,
democratic
candidate for delegate to congress,
reviewed the Issues of the present
campaign, fror.i the democratic standpoint, he was heard by a large audisuffering
ence, although
from a
severe cold and hoarseness.
Th democratic candidate was preceded by Hon. E. V. Chavez, who
briefly sketchetl the political situi-tioin the territory according to his
understanding anil political beliefs.
Hon. Neill B. Field, in the absence
of Chairman A. A. Jones, of the Territorial democratic committee, acted
J. B. DOWNEY TO
as chairman of the meeting and introduce.! the speakers.
Mr. i.arrazolo departed
afttr the
LIVE AT TESQUE
meeting for points in southern New
Mexico.
Itinery
His
includes a
whirlwind tour through Tucumcari,
ALEUQUESQUE
BOUGHT Clayton, Raton and back to Las Vegas
MAN
FINE FRUIT RANCH OF W. H.
where he will spend the remainder
WISE NEAR SANTA FE.
of the campaign.

It is now explained why J. B. Downey resigned his position as manager
Electric Light
of the Albuquerque
company, says the Santa Fe New Mexican. He has decided to embark as
a ranchman and ha purchased the
fine
ranch in the Tesque valley
which was owned by W. H. Wise. The
deal was made some time last week
and it is understood that the consider i tion was f 3,000. The Wise ranch
is one of the best known farming
properties in this vicinity and has
extensive orchards in addition to its
fields of alfalfa and grain. The apple
crop raised this year alone amounted
to about $1,200. Mr. Wise shipped
one car load of the fruit last week
and is preparing to send another car
load away this week. Much other
fruit, is grown on this ranch and several hundred more fruit trees will
come into bearing next year. Mr.
Wise was obliged to sell the ranch on
account of his wife's health. Mrs.
Wise and children are now at I.os Angeles and Mr. Wise will Join them
there soon.

Hun.

n

For county surveyor J. B. Madril.
For delegates to the constitutional
convention Crecencio Fernandez, Gavin. ) C. Sanchpz, Frank A. Rov and
Bias Sanchez.
San Miguel Convention.
The republicans or San Miguel conn"
fy. says Dr. G. W. Harrison, who returned to the city on the delayed No.
7 early this morning, held their convention yesterday, and did not conclude Its labors iin'.ll late last niglit.
Hon. W. H. Andrews, the republican candidate for delegate to congress; Hon. H. O. Bursum, chairman
of the territorial republican central
committee, and Col. G. W. Brichard,
of Lincoln county, were In attendance
on the convention, and made short addresses, but the big rally, says Dr.
Harrison, was postponed until tonight
at Las Vegas.
lTP to the departure of the train for
the south, says the doctor, the following nominations had been made:
lor the council Charles A. Spiess,
James Duncan.
Treasurer and collector Eugenio
Romero.
Probate Clerk Apolonlo Sena.
Superintendent of county schools
Porflrio Gallegos.
Slicriff Sleofas Romero.
Probate judge Judge Alorcon, who
is the present incumbent.
The resolutions adopted by the convention, endorses the administrations
of President Roosevelt and Hagerman,
compliments Chairman Bursum on nis
integrity and the good work he lias
done and is doing for the republican
party in New Mexico: endorses joint
stati hood for New Mexico and Arizona, and endorses the candidacy of
W. H. Andrews for
as delegate to congress. In praise worthy
language.
Dr. Harrison says the convention
was the largest liv the history of the
republican party of San Miguel" county, and all factions are united, thus
assuring a large majority for Candidate Andrews and th entire legislative and county ticket.
-

REPUBLICANS

COUNTY

(Jut at St. Jos-p;- i
s hospital Joseph
Torres, brother of the assistant baggageman at the Santa Fe station, lies
leg amputated
with his right
below ihe knee. He was
run down by a string of freight cars
in tbe company's yards at six o'clock
yesterday morning.
The accident in curred near the ice
house where Torres, who was engaged in Ills work, failed to see the
cars approaching him which were being pushed by a switch engine. He
was knocked"
down and the car
wheels passed over his leg, crushing
it badly.
Torreg was removed to the hospital
where his leg was amputated last
night. He was reported doing nicely
at thv hospital this morning.

The county republicans in convention held October fc, adopted the following resolutions:
We, your committee on resolutions,
beg leave to report the following resolutions for the consideration of this
convention :
We herojiy declare that we reaffirm
and adopt the platform adopted by
the territorial convention htld at Las
Vegas, on the 2!th day of September,

KELLEY FINED TEN DOLLARS
FOR ASSAULTING

BE CITIZEN

WILLIAM

John Kelly and James Chirk m-itried in Judge Crawford's court yesterday afternoon. They were charged
with assault and battery upon the person of H. V. Williams "in front of the
New
York
saloon t arly Tuesday
morning. Kelly was tine.i ten dollars and Clark was given his liberty
did no'
lis the evidence
disclose
thai he was Implicated in in- affair.
i

-

Going Like

1'ukej States
Inspector J- J.
l.eaiy departed for Tucson, Arl.ona,
diis morning with Michael Burkct, a
Syri-inwho in August of this year, attempted to enter the United States at
El Paso from Mexico. He was fuund
to lie a sufferer from trachoma. His
second attempt proved more successful and he got as far as Albuquerque,
where he was apprehended by the inspector. The Syrian will be takeu
before the board of inquiry at Tucson
and probably deported to Old Mexico.
Murker wis taken from the El I'aso
ttain last Sa' unlay morning.
O

GROWS

Hot Cakes
People now realize that
it PAYS TO HAVE

For they can be depended
upon. Call Auto. Phone 731
and get some

Good Lights

TO TUCSON

FINE SPUDS
NEAR

ESTANCIA

we emphasize the resolutions
proving of the adminis'rations of
President Roosevelt and Governor
and of the course of our delegate In congress, Hon. William H.
Andrews, and we especially emphasize
the resolution endorsing joint state-

KREAM

the

in

the

flls-tri-

ct

court this morning and the case
will probably go to the Jury late this
afternoon.
Milton Wilcox is accused of obtaining money under false pretenses;
A
contlnuanco of the case was taken at
the last term of the district court.
According to the testimony of William Oliver, clerk at the Indian school,
Wilcox obtained two sums of money
from him at different times The first
of these was frlOO, and later ho gave
Wilcox $75 more. These
sums of
money, It is alleged, were given to
Wilcox by Oliver with the understanding that they were to go into the advertising business together, and an
unsigned agreement to this effect was
Introduced In court by Prosecutor
Clancy, as evidence, against the protest of Wilcox's attorney, Mc.Milb'ii.
The drift of the testimony tended
to show that they formed a partnership, Oliver paying $:loo to get into
business with Wilcox, who- wax to
Oliver
travel and solicit busin .
was to have charge of the no ne office.
Wilcox departed, presumai ly on a
business mission, and rent back letters thnt teemed wli.i statements
about the amount of liinlness he was
y
doing for the firm. Oliver
advanced more mrtiey; the
$75 mentioned before.
The state, in attempt in ; to prove,
that the accused had no intention or
going into business with Oliver, offered Adam Cook as a witness. Cook
swore that Wilcox tried to get money
from him by the same method. The
money In question was paid last
March.
Wilcox came to Albuquerque from
Chicago.
So soon as the Wilcox case 18 disposed of the four Pueblo Indians will
be tried for stealing sheep.
Attorney General Llewellyn has
written from Santa Fe that he will
lie present to defend the Indians on
behalj of the government.

OUR

RUG DEPARTMENT I a revelation to thote who
It, becaute of the great variety of Domestic Rugt
from the beat looma.
gjjffl

vliit

A L BER T

further emphasize and approve
the recommendation that a primary

election law be enacted, and piuis;
the legislative nominees of this cou-veiou to work to that end.
We further pledge our legislative
representatives to work for a complete, revision of the election laws of
New Mexico so tltat the result of elections shall be beyond question In accordance with the votes cast by Ihe
people uv the polls as far as legislation can secure the same.
Ard we further pledge our legislative nominees for the enactment of
laws for the reduction of salaries, and
for ihe substitution of salaries for
fees an I emoluments wherever tho
sain.- - is piacticable.
We pledge the republican party of
the county tJ B.rnalillo and the nomine, s of this convention to worn lor
honest and square administrations of
lie affairs of the county of Bernalillo.
We further pledge the legislative
nominees of this convention to work
tor such legislation as will promote
the general prosperity of the territory
and especially such legislation as will
foster and promote the local Interests
of the county of Bernalillo not inconsistent with such general interests of
the territory.
Respect ftillv su inn it ted,
W. B CHILLERS.
Chaii man.

The season's event Stern's Silk Sale
Thursday and Friday.

Railroad Avenue

30S-31- 0

Eyfryy,?

FA BE

.... Staab Building

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER
Only In Use Two

Condition

Months--Perf- ect

s--

sulrve-quentl-

New and

Ranges

Second-han- d

BORRADAILE

i

& GO,.

117 Gold Avenue
maaajsmatBasM

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she tells 70a to ordetr
Back of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (if you should f
get tbe order), that you could sa4
flrat-claAnd It, for every
grotta
handles EMPRESS. You ttIU thrapa
find good bread, good blsculta, g
pastry and most Important of aft
good cheer to greet you irked
come home for your dinner. Try M.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress at
all ethers.

ya

'

M. BERGER,

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE!
TWO NIGHTS

oaoeoao

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque.

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
OCTOBER

29

AND

30

13

.... PRESENTING ....

UUTTER NUT

Monday Night "111 Trovatore
Tuesday Night "Faust"
POSITIVELY

GRANDEST MUSICAL ATTRACTION

Seats on sale at Matson's Saturday, October 27 at
1, 11.50.
7.')C,
Box Seats 12.00.

WEST' RAILROAD

9

.

AVE.

FINE LINE OF

UKEAD
Better

OF SEASON

N.

51

STEVENS &J30WYER, Proprietors

THELOMRARDI GRAND OPERA CO.

H

J

o'clock. Price

Than

CAKES
'

Home-Mad- e.

Always on Hand.

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended

to

aCOaaao

Convenience - Comfort - Security

R&LIWER
F.
J.
Grain, Groceries and Fresfy Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGE-TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phones.
ISZSESSS2

Albuquerque's

Greatest Silk Sale

telephone

The

makea the
duties lighter, the earea less,
and the worries fewer.

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Flaming Grocery and Cafe
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

12

Midnight

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

hood.
We

o

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no otner.

Examination of witnesses

Wilcox case was continued" in

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Ami

a).

liightower. who nas a rancn
adjoining that of h
I). Carpenter,
southwest of town, brought into the
oltice of John W. Corbett, a specimen
of Irish potatoes weighing one pound
and nine ounces, which was grown on
bis ranch, says the Estancia News.
He says that tnU one is not the only
largo one h has, as he weightd sixty
potatoes which weighed an even sixty TOO LATE FOR CLA3- IFICATION.
pounds The potatoes were planted on
Table
for two
board
lirsi year sod, and received no irriga- WANTED
young men. No invalids Address
tion except the natural rainfall, and
No.
Citizen oftio.
practically
no ' attention
whatever. v ANTED Ma n and wife to take two
With potatoes growing almost wild
nice furnished rooms, all modern,
here in Torrance county, spujs promfor light housekeeping: or two men
ise to be one of the paying crops here
to room and board. Inquire Mrs.
in the Immediate future.
11. E. Ku'h rt'otd. 517 South Broadway.
HAVE YOUR TIN WORK
DONE
SUBJECT TO YOUR OWN APPROVThe fool ball '.emu fioni the SoAL AT THE NEW STAR TIN SHOP.
LOUIS F. STUECKEL, PROPRIETOR corro School or Mines is u dinger."
They will meet the Varsity at Trac315 WEST COPPER AVENUE. AUTOtion park Saturday.
MATIC PHONE 648.
Mr.

IN ORDER
TO GET THt BEST
HAT MONEY. SKILL ANn FKPPP.
IENCE CAN PRODUCE, WHEN YOU
BUY TEAS. YOU SHOULD MAKE
YOUR SELECTION FROM CHASE &
SANBORN'S PACKAGE TEAS. SOLD
ONLY BY A. J. MALOY.

For Obtaining Aoney
Under False Pretenses
In District Court.

Tried

A. D. V.m.

n

O'LEARY TAKES WOULD

e

Hay,

AT HOSPITAL

NICELY

Elks' opera house, arranged by
telegraph yesterday to bring the
Lombard! Grand Opera company,
en route front the City of Mexico
to Los Angeles to open the magnificent Auditorium, to stop two
ilays In Albuquerque, October 2!)
30, at which lime they will present II Trovatore and Faust with
a caste equalled by no other company that will visit the Pacific
coast this season. The company
numbers one hundred and three,
and the roster contains
the
names of the greatest Bingers of
grand opera of the Italian stage.
No other company trawling carries such magnificent scenery
and costume effects.
The fitst caste will Include
the celebrated soprano Esther
Adaiberto. supported by the entire company.
The second performance will
feature Veil a Geotfl, the soprano,
who for the past
months has
betn the favorite at the Theatre
Orrln In the City of Mexico. The
personnel of the Lanilmrdl Opera
company Is Identical with that
which for the past months has
delighted the critical audiences
of Mexico. Impresario LambardI
promises the company will bo
superior to any ever brought to
the coast.
The orchestra, under the Baton
of Chevalier Fulgenclo Gurrlerl,
lately honored by the king of
Italy for his concertatlons and
masterly direction of the Italian
operas. The principals of the
company number thirty-nin-

OF THE

TORRES REPORTED DOING

Ar-

O. A. Matson, manager of tne

o.

PLATFORM-

IS AIRED

''

Late yesterday afternoon, after The
Evening Citizen hail gone to press,
tiiis office received a special dispatch
trom Kast Lag egas giving the following candidates nominated by the
Mora county republican convention
held Monday, at the town of Mora,
and which convention,
despite the
snow storm, was well attended:
For council Melaqnlas Martinez of
Taos.
For representatives
E. K. Studley
of Raton, E. H. Biernbaum of Mora.
For treasurer and collector C. U.
Strong.
For sheriff J. B. Marlines'..
For clerk Juan Navarro.
For county school superintendent
Hicardo Martinez of Watrous.
For county assessor Albino Martinez of Wagon Mound.
For probate judge Jose D. Vivian
Fresquez of Wagon Mound.
For county commissions, first district liuimcio Tafoya of Tafoya.
For county commissioner, second
district George Santlstevan of Luce-r-

-

AD-

VERT SING DEAL

OING

They Get Private Ling Con- Conference of the Methodist Counties Hold Conventions Manager Matson Makes
rangement For Two
and Nominate County
Episcopal Church Closed
founded With Sergeant
Officers.
at Roswell.
Ward. Who Was Robbed.
From

PAGE FIVE.

Always Ready to Serve

Starts right after breakfast Thursday morning
every piece of silk in our store has been reduced in price staples and the season's most
wanted novelties all alike are effected.

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water
311 SOUTH riRST STREET

U

Vtta Rooming House in Connection,

113

On Ice

nest Ltad Avtnue

.J

i

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. 'LEADING

DRUGGISTS".

--

TWENTY-THRE-

E

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

BOTH PHONES
oo-ooeoo-

Money

Saving Revelations

Co&SBvt

Them

The St, Elmo
BARNETT,

JOSEPH
.

SEE HAND BILLS WITH PARTI- CULARS AT YOUR DOC 3

I 20

Prop'r.

ooooooo.o
West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMfLtC A NO
CLUB ROOMS

It Is 4he Little Thing's
Col'N'T. Waii fallins.
ilruu ai time,
TIIT
wtiir away tnr hardtst nx'k.
the last straw that broke the
r

u

a

It

wii,
va

cainel'M liack.

little money saved sa ,! regularly will sim
amuiint to a eotnfoitalile sum. A Utile pvw from mir
iiuoiiie eai h month will wear away the bands of povert..
livery
sum eounls iiml makes liie total of your
savings larer.
A
ank aceonnt Hives you
to think ubout.
It will keep you busy; it will furnish you a
safd place-tiui your KavinHs; it will help you to save your none;,
ically ; it will nut method Into j our caving.
A

taw

hii&i
no

"

Lion B.Stern.Proprjctor

l

Hoim-lliin-

o

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
ALBUQUKRQUC, NCW MEXICO

WMt

nmumhmiw

pAor

WAY

'ii

trie

m ij.idiliuii
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EVENING CITIZEfr.

ALBUQUERQUE

ix.
western colt which lifts never since
earned a cent, so the treasury should
ridiculous in
not. make themselves
trying to solve the real value of n
horse aside from the market price of
its hide and bones.

LIVE

ID WORK HOT

THE

,

Children Not Rejected.
One New York house owner at least
hns a suit spot in his heart fur the
children, for lie has opened an apartment house in Harlem, which lie ap-

IS PECULIAR

propriately

names

the

IHYSTERK

about a woman V
"You were
he Inquired.
"Yes." paiil Tn1'!'. nnd gave the de
script Ion.
Disappeared in the Middle of the Road
one l paw last
- line
Iq
t
Georgetown,
week mi l.i ii.e "il1'r.
"I passid her on
Fnld fa,.
fche might be
road. in. tin'il.lti
die if ill' rllii'i'is' ladles, I spoke
a;i.I raised i:
a'. She did not speak.
I
rude i... v I. it a few inlnuti and
'iily wheeled lier horse
then she
i.
niber way."
nd gallop

"

'''

le

l

OF

Roosevelt

Arms, and lias announced his Intents, n of not letting to childless couples.
The protests of women that

PLAINS

Well
Well.

th-i-

I

11

."
,i

'""
any

:i

t

i

.Id

girl never came out from behind the
fi'f big bowlder. We scattered and
surrounded the city, watching for her,
and I hunted for track.
could trnce
her plainly enough to the big bowlder
for
perhaps
and
twenty yards on th
oilier mile of it
then
lost the
track entirely.
"1
don't know what to make of If.
How she go. awny I don't know. She
ain't a gln.st. although
Manueio
If wears she Is. I know slio Isn't, be-- !
cause while I was riding towards her
nnd she wns fitting there watching
'the city saw her pull a hairpin out
of her hair nnd squint up her fac
while fhe held it in her mouth until
she ?ot ready to pin down a stray bit
of hair.
"Ghosts don't use halrp'ns. no mat
ter what Manuelo sya ind them
asn't ghost hairpins, because I
I'd like to have
mtnl one of l hem.
tho chance to return It.
i

1

mmu

OCTOBER

24, IMS.

Chas. Mellnl,
r.arhecht. Treasurer.

O.

Consolidated Liquor Company

1

tus' they'd
apartment bouse owners object to
children will In a measure be relieved And She Is Said to Bo Roam the trooper.
trnred rlir'it
for Herr Kanhule. the owner, pays
hlle I was
he doesn't care whether twins, triping Around Punching Cows puzzled
Champion Crust Thrower
over It since.
lets or quadruplets are brought into
I'hat was the real beginning of the
In Southern New Mexico.
the building. Kanhule has four chilAs He Calls Himself.
In a few
mystery of ih" "ghost girl.
dren, and when he went to look for
weeks alm ost everyliorty !,i the dis
a house last year he found that al'( ii .ig tor nu
i owpiicn- Has
though screeching parrots, monkeys
A
writer In the Chicago Sund trict
rs watched in all directions for a
and vicious dogs were admitted, chilay Tiil'iinte octoiicr zi. nas tins to glimpse
68 YEARS OLD AND HAS
el l.'T and a clnnc u solve
EVENTS IN
dren were not allowed In the better relate of an alleged niyscrious horse the mystery,
"tie liinlit in .Inly, when
rlnsB apart ment houses. This set him woman of New Mexico:
r was riding down below
Coopi
Itejt
BEEN IN JAIL 30 TIMES to thinking, and the resun was that
New Mexico has a mystery, one of
south of Hawkins, he saw
he concluded to build a house that
he :iangcst and seemingly most Im
er. It was p st 10 o'clock on a
would accommodate himself, and not possible mysteries that ever puzuli d a moonlight
nulu, and Bt rt h id c. n to
only that, but would relieve the neomrniinity. the mystery is a girl. Silver are! drank ninny healths in the
situated.
similarly
expert
oung,
others
handsome,
cessities
of
fearless,
im
Customs Service Admitted Kacer
lite (louse and the Red Onion, but
rider, who. mounted on a big bay e declare.- - lie was soner. lie saw
October 21
Pretty Hard on Police.
Valuation of Jl.000 Which
rse, rides by night and by day, ap her slttin on her horso at the top of
liu Magellnn discovers and enters
The discovery that an Italian ehf.i, pears at ;oinu dozen of miles apart,
little rise in the trail. Instantly
Has Won SI 5.000 Since.
the straits which bear his
whose parents believed him to have nd who cannot be located, and of
he Hiinri' il his horse and hurried forname.
been kidnapped, was kept three days
horn no trace except when she ap
(i'jii Massachusetts
ird.
invaders retire
In the rooms of the Brooklyn Society pears suddenly before some surprised
Bay HTse Outru-- s Flertest Cow
Special Correspondence.
without
from before Quebec
for the Prevention of Cruelty, while cow puncher can be found.
Ponies.
'
making an attack.
New York, Oct. 24. I.eon
detectives searched high and low
d scrlpUons given
According
the
to
a distinguished
looking but shabbily throughout the city for him, discloses by those who have seen 'iter, the girl
The girl appeared not to notice the 092 Hrtish government takes away
hoofs, but
proprietary
William
Penn's
dressed vagrant, who Is well known a curious failure In the police systall, slender, browned liy the sun clatter of his cow horse's
yards of her
and
righs in Pennsylvania
to the police and the Tombs magis-tra- ts tem. The society's managers seem and desert
winds laden witli alkali. when he was within 2H
aa "Chlanti lxniis, the crust to have been blameless In the matter. She Is the most beautiful woman evtr he turned her horse swiftly and rode
transfers the government to
Gov. Fletcher of New York.
thrower," has had his usual donation The child was found on the Brooklyn seen In a land where all of the women on. Cooper spurreu ana nisneci nis
Stil Col. Baker,
Uncoln's friend,
of Justice meted out to him, and la bridge and taken to a police station arc handsome, making up in benuty
irse, one of the best In the coun
now for the thirtieth time rusticating full of men who had been specially what tney lack in iiumlx rs. She Is try, nnd, although he extended It to
killed at the battle of Balls
Bluffs.
in Blackwell's Island. Chiantl adopt- instructed to look for him. After the he most graceful rid r in all that the tit must and tho girl's horse did
ed an original idea for exciting finan- usual formalities he was sent to the Rrt of the country, where nil the wo- - ot seetn to be trying, it gained 892 Columbian exposition at. Chi
cago formally dedicated.
cial sympathy by wildly scrambling society's refuge. The superintendent
steadily and finally she disappeared,
;en are graceful riders.
October 22
tor a dirty piece of bread which he of the institution would not expect
hither Bert does not know. Me tola
She Is tall, dark, yet not of the
1685
Revocation of the Edict of Nan
had previously "planted"
before a the police to bring to hln a child for Spanish type, with brown hair and the story In the mes.1 room at break
to
tes; French emigration
crowd of homeward bound theater-poors- , whom they wer in searcl. His fail- perfect features. Her horse is as per fast and was jeered and "joshed
or persons leaving a church. ure to learn who the child was Is per- fect physically as she, for the best unmercifully. Din nis story carrieu
America quickens.
The result in all cases was that men fectly natural. The police are In a range horses In the territory cannot conviction. After that Navajo An- - 1746 Bill Introduced In New Yory
assembly to raise $11,500 by
and women reached for pocketbooks, different case. Their plight would not catch her when she flees.
rews saw her below Demlng, on the
lottery for erection of Columand filled the old man's hand with be so humiliating if a great hubbub
The cow punchers speak of her in edge of the Florida mountains, passsmall coins. After a successful per- had not been made over the boy's whispers of awe as "the ghost wo ed her in broad daylight, within a
bia College.
formance of this operation women disappearance and largo rewards of- man. And, fearing nothing, they vow undred yards, and called out to her. 1777 Hessian attack of Fort Mercer,
very
N. J., repulsed.
often shed tears, treated him
his hall with a wave
fered for his discovery. A considerahat even yet they will catch her and She
kindly and promised to get him some ble number of police had been deOctober 23
iscover whether she is flesh and f her gauntlet and rode on, appar
every
light work. But Chiantl Is adverse to tailed specially to the bunt and
lood or spirit. The miners along the ently towards Crazy S ranch. Nav- 1739 England goes to war with
Spain to open the ports of Span
work. On being searched after arrest patrol and the department had heard
lack range and up in the Burros vow ajo bad not heard of the mysterious
the they will trap her yet when she cross, woin'in until he inquired in Iemlng
he waa always found to have money the general order instructing
ish America to English mer-- J
in his pockets e)iial to the weekly force to watch for him. Tbat he was es tile passes of the mountains.
chants.
who the beautiful girl In tun riding
pay of a political district leader. "The actually taken to a police station and
lollies, ;n a big bay horso, was; the 1776 Manhattan Island abandoned by
Americans and occupied by the
world's champion crust thrower," as not recognized, and that no policeman No Trace of Her Habitation Can Be ne who went toward Crazy S from
he styles himself, is t8 years old, the ever attempted to identify him as the
town.
British.
Then the story spread some
Found.
scion of a distinguished French fam- lost child Is to say the least or it,
October 24
The facts, as present d by the per- - more.
ily. For twenty years he lias been a remarkable.
Half a dozen others rot glimpses 1755 Gov. Shirley abandons expedi
ons who allege that they have seen
familiar figure in the little cafes of
tion against Fort Niagara after
woman of mystery, ure f the girl. One nilit, Kletch Burke
his
beautiful
Disgracefully.
Doctors Act
learning of Braddock's defeat.
West Broadway, where he was known
enough.
imple
in the lrchires, she rode almost beside him
There
are
on
the
scrambling
The ruthless
as "Chlanti Leon," owing to his fondregion scarcely a thous" s he was rounding up some calves. 1774 Continental congress reccom- river
Mimhrts
surgeons
in
the
part of ambulance
ness for wine of that brand.
mends the suspension of all
nd women, and outside of the cities He spoke to her and then tried to get
case or Injured persons requiring
public amusements.
f Silver City anil Deniing women near her, but she rode away and after
feel
the
grossly
treatment
has
hurt
1781 Congress, after listening to the
Short Sermons are Popular,
re few and far between. A few live a short chase he lost her.
ttielr
ings
mentis with their husbands on the isolated
of the sufferers and
reading of Washington's dis"It is to be hoped, lor the benefit of
Se?n Near th City of Recks.
patch announcing the surrenmankind In general, that the system many a time In the streets of New ranches, and it Is safe to say that
But her last appearance was more
case
distressing
occurred
A
adopted by the Rev. Dr. Farrer, pas- York.
der at Yorktown, adjourns to
every cow man nnd cow puncher as mysterious than any of the tit hers.
lay
as
man
a
day,
where
the Dutch church and gives
tor of the First Reformed church. the other
well as miner 1: t.ie region
from Out in the middle of the
k sand
thanks; many members in
Brooklyn, for the delivery of sermons, dying in the Chinese quarters, in Tell Cooks to Deniing. from Santa Rita to plain between the Mimbros range and
in
street,
wounds
with three bullet
tears.
will be generally followed. At a serSilver City and from Bayard to Dent- the Burros there is one of the strang
hospitals
surgeons
two
from
vice recently in his church the ora- hts back,
ing knows, at least by sight, every est cities in the world, "the City of 1819 Erie Canal opened from L'tica
him.
possession
struggled
of
to take
to Rome.
torio, "Creation," was rendered, and
woman who resides In that region.
Rocks." Rising sheer out of the al
on ascending the pulpit Dr. Farrer's Several of his friends took a hand In
But not one of them ever has seen most level, sandy plain, it stands out 852 Death of Daniel Webster.
ambulance
.sermon, which was possibly the the nffair, and when the
ny woman even resembling this wo In bold relief against tho flat of the 801 People of West Virginia vote
some one seiz- man of mystery,
approval of the ordinauce to
shortest ever delivered in this coun- started to drive away
nor can they find desert. The cltv is composed of
dragged
man
and
form
try, wag as follows: "Creation. I ed the wounded
any trace of her habitation.
nef state.
pillars of rock
immense
thousands
of
Policeof
vehicle.
nearly
the
him
out
do not know very much about creaThe first appearance of the woman each standing alone, as if each had 1891 Government demands prompt
finally
crowd
and
scattered the
reparation from Chile because
tion. All that anyone knows about it men
of mystery, so far as can be learned, been squirted
or forced upward
of the murder at Valparaiso of
was In May of this year. On that through the earth's crust. Between
is contained in the Bible and what directed the removal of the wounded
great
In
He
hospital.
was
sailors wearing the American
scientists tell us. 1 am satisfied that man to a
day Ptte Bianca, a Mexican cow
huge columns are streets and
the while, and no effort was puncher, was riding along the old these
naval uniform.
there was a creation and that it has pain all
on the level of the sur
alleys,
almost
during'
to
scrimmage
relieve
the
1898
Time limit for the evacuation
Jeen satisfactory." What a saving of matie
Santa Fe trail. He had been across rounding plain.
slightest
degree.
him
in the
of Cuba by Spain extended to
valuable breath there would be if all
the pass over the north side of Cook's
I'iie place was one of the strong
public speakers adopted tr. Farrer's
January 1,1899.
peak to the Desdemona mine to see holds of old Geronlnio jears ago.
Manicures in Street Car.
October 25
rule.
Mitchell, the toreman, about getting a
Early In September, when the mys
The spectacle of a woman manicurlie had tery of the ghost girl had spread 1700 Death ;:t King Gixirge II, suc
ing her own finger nails attracted the ob, and was riding back,
ceeded by George III, the perBowery Aristocrat Dead.
the point where the trail through all the district, Sam Teener,
of all the passengers of the reached
attention
secutor of the American
Another of the Bowerv "aristO' car on the elevated train on which drops down into the Mimliies valley Manuelo ieros and Mont Steen ol
crats" has passed away in the person she was traveling the other day. She at "Old Town' which used to be Flying Y ranch were riding across
Mowrey
or old Isaac Schoeur. aged 83 years
where a few 'dobe bouses from the warm spring towards the 1779 Washington gtcs into winter
woman and was hurN. J.
who for the past twenty years sold was a handsome
engage and a row of trees mark the bed of Manures, when they saw, sitting on 1812 quarters near Murristown,
to
keep
rying
If
as
a
dinner
In battle off the Canary Is
pencils up and down the Bowery. Old
stream and the ancient crossing her horse and gazing steadily towards
Entering in company with a the
ment.'
lands, ('apt. Decatur, with the
place. He was ruling along carelessly
Schoeur during all that time occupied
she hastened to finish her when sudiUnly lie saw the girl mount the City of Rocks the ghost girl.
frigate I'nited States, defeats
a room in the Defender lodging house brunette,
Surrounded by Three Cowpunchers,
glance
sharp
a
With
work.
manicure
ed on the horse, cantering along down
and captures the British frigate
And was called an aristocrat on ac
stopped
The trio of cowpunchers
who were hiding behind
men
the
at
Macedonia.
count of a certain dignified manner newspapers, she removed her tailor- he trail, wlilcli at tnat polnL runs and gazed' In surprise. The girl nad
and a tendency to mind his own bus! made coat, and d. ;w a pair of curved through a little grove of cotton woods. removed her hnt and her beautnul 1840 Commodore Perry bombards
Tobasc'i, Mexico.
She was wearing a
fell hat, a brown hair was blowing free about
ness. During the long winter nights,
With a khaki colored riding wide
fir. in a handbag.
1885
suit, and patent her perfect face
Vive President Thomas A. Hen
after darkness had fallen, he would scissors
nails,
the
few
she
rounded
clli.s
deft
dricks dies at his home in In
boots, while on her fuels ail
retrace his steps to the Defender, then used
The three men held a consultation
file and was extremely leather
'he
dianapolis.
ver spurs clinked.
place his parcel, of unsold pencils busy when the
and decided that they would unravel
train pulled up at the She Disappeared
October 26
:awy and partake of his supper of Grand
From Pete Bianca. the mystery, even if tney were lore
By that time
station.
Central
Fletcher attempts to as
dry rye bread, and small beer, if every
Pete rode Hi. He saw the girl dis ed to roue the girl and make her tell 1092 Gov.
dropped his newspa
sume command of the militia
business was good. Then would fol- per andmanwas-hadwatching
not only the mount, drink from a little revulet, who she was, what she was and why
of Connecticut, but the Purl
low a long reverie not to be broken hands but the eyes that glanced up leap on her horse, and canter off the she was there.
tans at Hartford resist him and
unless the proprietor of the Defend every few seconds. At Fourteenth trail and up the road toward Dan Tay
This is the way Sam Teener tells
he returns to New York.
r, who was Schoeur's only friend,
lor's ranch. He rode after her and t
ready
the
were
the
nails
for
street
came along. During these sad rev- rouge,
n i to within fifty yards of 1771 Provincial congress of Massa"Wf
rode
was
perhaps
a
mile
behind
her.
half
pol
minutes
she
for
three
and
chusetis proceeds to organize
eries tears would often trickle down shed Vigorously.
Pete rode up to the Taylor ranch her before she seemed to notice us
bridge
Brooklyn
At
the militia as "minutemen" and
his face, but to no one did he ever the work was completed. One man where Dan was busy fixing a saddle, I called out Hello' and she idanccd
collect war stores.
breathe his trouble. A few glimpses said the railway ought to advertise
and inquired jokingly when Dun had ut). I started to ride up to lier. &m 1825 to
Erie canal finally completed; it
of his early life, w hich had been seen
called 'Gcou
been married.
Dan paid little heed never made a move.
"good boudoir."
as
a
is 3lio miles long, connecting
throughout, told the story of a briluntil Pete asset! who the woman was. nun nine, miss.' and she smiled nnd
Erie with the seaboard,
liant young Hebrew, a dreamer, a
Then he told Pelo he waa crazy for touched her horse with her spurs. I
and cost $7,5oo,0m.
philosopher, who had been through a MANY NEW PENSIONS
the lack of sense, that there was no I had moved quick then, I niiglu hav
October 27
great university and knew all about
woman nearer than Cooks. He even reached her. but before I gut ov:
the Btars, who was educated for high
declared no woman had passed in that wonderlnu at her beauty her hors 1795 By the treaty of San Lorenzo,
between the I'nited States and
church honors, but who failed to mur-- r
GRANTED direction
ARE
was sure moving. I started after tn
Spain, the boundary- line bethe woman he loved because her
The argument got rather warm, and and called out to Monty to head her
tween Iouisiana and the United
parents made her marry a man more
finally Ptte took Dan back down the off.
see In a minute that Manuelo
States Is settled and free navpractical. He prayed often and fast- O. G. MYHRE
is no good, because he's hunting hi
APPOINTED POST trail and showed him theuphoof marks
igation of the Mississippi sepoint
crossing
ed much, sometimes of necessity, and
they
himself.
a
crucifix
them
followed
to
and
and
BURRO
MASTER AT THT
en red.
when found dead was In an attitude
few hundreds of yards below the Rode Behind Bowlder and Wat See
MOUNTAIN
DISTRICT.
f prayer.
No More.
ranch house, where they disappeared
Bloodgood Cutter's will
was fur"That eirl sure had some horse. H
The following pensions have been the rider evidently having turned u
poet.. He
Busy Over a Race Horse. .
simply galloped away from us and 1 ther a proof that he was not a
the hillside Into a gully.
granted:
fortune of $300,0(10.
By attempting to estimate the value
The next seen of her was Just u was riding Breeze and we were going left
Joseph A. Rymlll, Fort Bayard, in
'Of a race horse the treasury officials creased peusion to $12 per month from the edge of Santa Rita, a week laier some ourselves.
She rode stratum a
Sick Hesdahe Cured.
tin- Cltv of Rocks, with me an eighth
Ed. Tuttle was riding into the mlnin
are preparing a pretty peck of trou September 8. 19011.
Side headache is caused by desh
An English
ble for themselves.
Henry C. Thomson. Albuquerque, or town, when he caught up with and ol a mile behind. I thought
steeplechaser brought into this coun iglnal pension S per month from An passed the beautiful girl. She par would swinir around them rocks and rangement of the stomach and by InStomach
Chamberlain's
no attention to him, nor seemed t
try and appraised at $1,ihmi, when the gust 8, IWiU.
skirt the cltv to the west, but sh digestion.
Import duty was paid, lias won 15.txU
Felix Garcia. Chaperito. increased notice him at all, although he raise rode as if she was going straight i" and I.lver Tablets correct these disin money and plate since his arrival penslou to
per month from August hig sombrero as he rode past, lie She swerved a bit just as she reached orders and effect a cure. By taking
beauty attracted him und when he g
Hie first bowlder an. I lost siulll of these tablets as soon as the first Inin New York recently. The customs 1, 190G.
officials are perturbed in conseappointed into town he Inquired as to her Iden her for a second. There Is no bow dication of the disease apiiears the
O. U. Aiytire lias been
quence, and In view of the seeming postmaster at ihe postofttce newly es tity, giving a vivid description
der for lno vards bet we". Ihe bow attack may be warded off. Get a free
sample ;ii,d try t'nein. For sale by all
undervaluation,
to tabiished in Grant county, called Ty hamiened that one of Taylors cow tier she disappeared behind nil tl
are preparing
punchers was there, and he laughing begiuniuK of the city proper but that druggists.
exact from the importer a much high rone.
ly remarked that it must have lire
er sum than was paid for the duty ou
the same woman Pete Bianca sa
the horse. It is aniDuiiced that ti.is DIAMONDS MAY BE
FOUND IN ARIZONA down by the ford. Tuitle even sto
be done when the "real value" of
A. W. Brattlund, a Soulh African ped at the hotel and made Inquiries,
the animal is determined, but it i
plain that by the time th's is deier diamond miner. ha recently been in but no one in Santa Rita evtr had
prospecting tor diamonds, heard of such a girl. Some one venmined the cause of the controversy Ui.ona
will have long since departed to the says the Gallup Republican. He stated tured the opinion that she must be
visiting in Silver City or else stoppong
Uiuine whence no horse has return that along the Santa Fe railroad the
Mantimo the minds of the treas is a distinct diamond formation, very over at the Casa del Consuelo at Huded.
vy i lllrials will be as muddled as much like the Kimberly formation and son.
he believes that an enormous dlamon
rul-!- ri
Cattleman Fascinated by Her Beauty.
i'" uvi!i who made the famousspring
field will be opened In the southwest
The beauty and grace or iae ginisn
"pigs is pigs." Last
S) souby
:uld not be bought for some day. As diamonds are an alotro- rider had made a great Impression on
pic form of carbon and as there are Tuttle, who Is a cattleman, and he
A few weeks later bis skel$2110 U'Mi.
videtermined to find her and get
eton was' being made ready for the thousands of acres of coalmayn thisright
miner
be
He went to Silver City and
Museum of Natural History, and in cinity the diamondmight
have lieeu un- could find no one who ever had seen
of the coal
the meantime he did not place one some
to make dia- a girl of that description.
hen he
penny to his owner's credit. l.ast der pressure enough
monds which are now awaiting ihe rode down to Hudson and discovered
year an owner paid $23,U"tt for a discoviry
of man.
that no one of that description was
stopping there.
A Young Mother at 70.
mystery can U- understood betlias suddenly been terThe
"My mother
If it is known that in that sec ion
70.
years
of
Twenty
young
at
made
ranch houses are many miles apart
intense suffering from dyspepsia had and the entry of a stranger is known
her, until six instantly, and it seemed Impossible
entirely
disabled
months nno, when she began taking that a young and remarkably beautiful
Kleclrlc Bitters which have complete- - J gin should come lulo tne coiuury
K i"
linty; im l"iig waiting I r ly cured her and restored the; without biing noticed
to solve tne
Tumi., uiis
Magiioli.i llijiu strength and activity she had in the
l'
'. i'lyandI lagan's
1,.
you'll have u smooth, prime of life," writes Mrs
ridicule. He thought perhaps she
ui'
in
Greatest miuht be a relative of some army
of Danforth, Me
It is u ilt licaul
jy.i iisli
lube. othitr up at the fort at Bayard, ro at
li'piM uliiih puts youthful restorative medicine on tinVi- kigns of ege
to
Sets stomach, liver and Kidneys the first opportunity be rode-- time.
tiic hkin of : l.U s, jiiin-ii- l right, purities the blood and cures No one had Been such a woman.
:ill iwmss uiiil other Ucn.l .iH
As Tunle us preparing to ride on
malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
."ill
Wonderful nerve tonic. 1'rio- roc. to his ranc h over by lejo a c- -i i
(ii,.' to hilll.
Guaranteed by all druggisis

Singular Story of the World's

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Glomi, ViceVrealdent
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MELINI A EAKIN. and BACH ECH
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WHOLC8ALC DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
keep everything In stock to outfit the
most fjitldlout bar complete

W

1

one, be- wan crazy, saiu
Mink
' H'ti
tnel g'rl riisap- in the middle of the road
iva eliing her. "I ve bren
:v

WEDNESDAY,

Have been appointed exclusive agents in the Southwest for Jot. S.
Schlitz. Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries: Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer't Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Moo.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article aa received by us from the best T'luoriei,
T'lstllierlei and Breweries in the Uolied States. Call and Icapm our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price Lift,
Issued to dealers only.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

l

Gf nfal Building Supplies

Jt

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquettt

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

f.

MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass CasUnrs; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars,
Kulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Buildings.
Repmlre on Mining end mill Meehlnory m Bpeclmlty
Foundry east side ot railroad track.
a.lhsgara
.

THE

nftj,'
m4 tee
(i

m.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote

First and Marqaette

Roofh;

Albuquerque, New Mexico

M

A. V. TEGNE,

M

Contractor and Builder
Outside Building Orde rs Solicited and Work
Guaranteed
First-Clas-

References Given

s.

Albuquerque,

N. M. S
M

ooooo

A Perfect God Send
That Albuquerque is Blessed With Gas

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT BY INSTALLING A
GAS HEATER AND RANGE. COME PAY US A VISIT.
WE WILL BE DELIGHTED TO SEE YOU AND WILL
CHEERFULLY SHOW YOU OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF GAS HEATERS AND RANGES. ALL SIZES, ALL
KINDS. WE HAVE JUST THE ONE TO SUIT YOU.

v

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Ca
CORNER 4th AND GOLD

-

1

V

: Faywood
I

PLEASANTLY 8ITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

-

j

UP THE 8Y8TEM.

BUILDS

CURE8 RHEUMATISM.
CURES

Springs

I

'.

DNEY AILMENTS.

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

I

I

1

-

rl way

1A

Iq took Young.

rv-r-

.

CI-ar-

.

-

flKwV'-

.1
V

1

i

i

I

:

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty daye.

New Mexico

00000K0
St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN' UKOTIIEKS
NEW MEXICO
SANTA FE,
FORTY-EIGHT-

H

YEAR

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT

1

WEDNESDAY, bfcf OBER

ALBUQUERQUE

24, 1906.
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STOP! LISTEN!

THEM

Vehicles

WHEN
Speclal Correspondence.
Tt
Kansas City, Oct. 22. There in a
.AND..
big reduction in cattle receipts today
Kb recent
ompurcl
Mondays.
YOU NEVER HEARD as
17.O0H
here today. The market
OF THE LIKE BEFORE ruled head
L.nty all ,f aweek, and is
stea.ly t ; strong today, Grass steers
8
V M. AAVOO M
"'"'.iil,.r'i-V.!,,ijrange
I
frum
an. Oklahoma pastures
with are
a fivehole
re-I
pretty well run out.
warming closet,
oven, two grates, water milt hit: in Z7,a shortage a;id packers
at Keduced
are
p.iy,n;;
to 4t) cents more for
back or reservoir.
now
ago.
This
li.nn two weeks
jthem
Prices.
ON TIME
Mnd'iii'n is eneoiiraging to Colorado
I
SOME
other wesiern shippers, from
PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
jan
which cuilnliy 7." per cent of the Kluff
A EUOQV.
CASH
THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
?;!?r.Z0
remains to be moved. Country
..iwntT. wt Ant makiinq FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
ltil
I
Ibujers are taking hoi. freely, anil
ituu iuu muw, GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.
prices on that class remain Ami.
P,i.
tfHiuiioiiieiflM
Very few cattle from the range are
The furniture Man
StIpuis.Wo tA
here today, and not many are expecl-- i
BOTH PHONES
Corner Coal and Second
ed this week, and the market should
Corntr rtrst Street end TIJtraa Avenue
I
J
SW
MiSMMfi'
O
he good the balance of ihe week.
Colorado, I'tah, New Mexico and
mother, was attended liy utmost the western Tvxas all hud lots of cattle
proved
lie
to
entire roniinunlty anil
here last week. Blockers selling from
EARTH RESTING
(among the mont
Foriitl events $:.oi5j3.7r. feeders, 23.50 St.OM. Cololocality
In
place
that
that have taken
rado and Ctah killing steers at $3.(55
After the conclusion of the ftA.'.U), cows $2. "Off? 3.3.1, heifers up to
ii years.
212 NORTH SECOND
and consrat illations haa $.1.75. bulls ?LM5f"D2.t!0. New Mexico
ON SOLID ROCKsi
been extended, a most delightful itnd and Panhandle cows sell at $2,400)
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
THE
LATEST
well appointed feast was served. The
heifers $3.25. killing steers up
ON
STYLES
THE
MARKET
OF
young
1helr
couple will make
happy
to $3.K5, bulls $2.00lff 2.40, heavy
home In CarthH.no where lxiln calves I3.00T3.!H). canners and wet
Editor of Scientific Mnnthlv f,uure
Carriages, Buggies,
Special Correspondence.
are well and favorably known.
cows $l.85'2.25.
Riley's
22
Milwaukee.
sheep
Oct.
The
UpI.Ike
last
was
run
liberal
to
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Theories
Advances
week, .48,000 head, market 15ra2.".c Hoosler hero, who hated the "slow,
TRUSTEES
Will
Harness & Saddles,
higher, lambs selling at $7.15Q:7.KO.
low woe" of a funeral, and favored
set Traditions Prop.
Since Thursday there has been a re- a "quick step fer the horses
when the
action la the murket, as packers hearse comes back." are Mr, and Mrs.
NOT SELL LAND claimed
this market was too high aa Giles Spear, ot
and they
THINKS THE SUN "DO MOVE"
compared with eastern points. Hun have a mutual Milwaukee,
understanding as to
Is M.OOO today, lambs selling at $tl.o the
rt
manner in which their own fuRE;,j J !g
BOARD
LAS VEGAS GRANT
07.25. yearlings $5.25(fi5.75, wethnerals are to be conducted.
London to New York in Three' fuses proposition of chi- ers $5.O05.25, ewes $4.75 .Y10. A
Mr. Spear will have the Stars and
CAGO COMPANY FOR OPTION
large share of the supply runs to Stripes announce
ALBUQUKRQUm, NtW MEXICO
Hours Possibility: Kefuted
his demise to
0N 150iOCo acres.
feeding stock, which finds ready sale,
The occasion is not to he made
lambs
$5.80(fr6.15,
by Writer.
at
wethers
and
one
of mourning. Instead, there Is to
Thy hoard of trustees of the Las breeding ewes $4.80 5.25.
The end be a feast and the body Is to be borne
Vegas grant at a special Besslon held of the range
season
sight
Is
in
and
to
Its last resting place
morning declined to con- slipplies
likely to be short for by a company of mllitui accompanied
A
London dispatch s;tys: "To get the other
and a brass
a proposition fro ma Mr. Brown awhile. are
WE FILL
to New York in three siderChicago,
from
band playing lively airs. His epitaph
representing a big land
hours' time is a possibility according! of
he
has already written. It Is: "Amer
give
'nlin
agency,
would
selling
PRESCRIPTIONS
RIGHT
that
'
to present day science!-ican horn, American bred, American ' "I don't want any cr pc on the
an option on 150,000 acres or land on
STOCK SALES
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEdead."
door." she announces
B
always B
lu"
At Conststent
Kneineerine " thp
Mrs. Spear objects to being placed ' liked yellow as a color iiI've
NUE NEXT TO BANK OF
first
Urow.propoHed
tonU
ml
a hunch m
ask
mrt
in t lie earth on the general principle or yellow will be better than somber
'
e f ,th
prices
,he
M
COMMERCE.
rt how It could be done he said:
19.
City,
Kansa
Oct.
"l
of
sales
Some
,
she "hates dirt, and don't pro- black. They
Ira O Haxtard. Panhandle and New Mexico cattle al that
have nnv car- iurcaed
'Scientist- - both of the present and
pose to turn Into It." Instead of the rlages either; neodll't
a dray will do Just as
Kansas
City
week:
this
the past, tell us that the earth
customary
burial she will 1k crematwell to atke what's left of me to the
have been all sold he
volves at tne rae of seventeen miles land should
Various owners. Panhandle, Texas ed and her aBhes scattered to the four crematory.
secure another 60,000 at $1.50
When I'm dead I shall
White House Restaurant and
1
steer,
a minute. If this is a fact, all a should
STREET
lo50
14
pounds.
$3.85;
from the middle of lake Mich- dead, and I don't want people griev-be
that was sold a steers, 902 pounds, $3.50; 2 calves, winds
man need do Is to go up in a balloon per acre and when
igan
Lodging
by her husband.
House
$2.50
more
than
ing
not
or
50,oo
third
mourning
at
my
over
grave."
1211
In Lonaon, keep It stationary in the
pounds, $5.00; 13 calves. 326
acre, l lie hoard decided inai nn- MEALS AT ALL HOURS BAR IN
29 speyed heifers, 770
air and let the earth revolve for 182 an
40,000 acres sold to Mr. Haz- - pounds. $3.50;
til
the
CONNECTION.
minutes, and then come down in
pounds.
$2.80.
1030 wethers, 87 pounds, $5.25; 297
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meat
zard had all befn disposed of no
No. 209 South First Street.
Mrs. Bambini, ac ner parlors. No,
New York."
Reynolds
Co.,
Kent,
Texas
Cattle
feeding wethers. 77 pounds, $5.00.
up by a conSteam Sausags Factory.
Opposite Santa Fa Depot.
209 West Railroad avenue, is
d
II r. Ryan has Btartled the British more land should he tied
98 steers.. 549 pounds, $3.25.
F. E. Baker, Roswcll, H.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.
3U
give thorough scalp treat- to
scientific world with a harmless look- - tract.
T.
W.
160
Pecos,
Johnson,
Texas
89 pounds. $6.00.
Masonic Building, North Third SUsC
Present at the meeting were Messrs.
do hair dressing, tre..t corns,
merit,
191
ins little editorial paragraph In the Jefferson
$3.50.
pounds,
calves.
Raynolds, Eugenlo Komero,
bun Ion and ingrowing
nails. Sh The New York Saloon and
October number of "Civil EngineerTeas Bros., Canadian. Texas 47
F. H. Pierce, Jose Felix Esquibel and
MERCHANT TAILORING
gives massage treatment and manienr- ing." It reads as follows:
908
$2.ti5.
pounds.
cows.
Gellagos.
V.
Istdor
Rooming House
ing.
Mrs. Bambtnl'a own preparation
"It is not generally known, even to
Owner, Haskell, Texas 55 cows,
.eported having
Mr. Zimmerman
complexion
of
cream
tip
builda
the
the engineering public, the develop- completed
752
38
pounds.
21o
$2.65;
UPSTAIRS,
315
OVER
South Second Street.
caives,
NO. 209
the sectlonir.ing of the
and Improves the complexion,
ments which have taken place durRAILROAD
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
AVENUE.
acres of land sold to Mr. Ila.zard. pounds, $3.75; 23 calves. 322 pounds,
a DAM- - ' SKin
Is guaranteed not to be injurious. One
and
ing the last few months In airsnips
with Raaoe ft Mauger.
746
$3.25;
26
BINI.
pounds,
$2.50.
cows,
Block
PROPRIETOR.
From Depot and Two
President Kaynolds, who had been
Sne also nrepares a hair tonic that
of various kinds, and space does not appointed
Howe Cattle Co., Naravisa. N. M.
Office, 115 North First Sr.
Blocks
From
to
with
Postoffice.
a
committee
confer
n(1
My merchant tailoring tnop is
permit me to enter into details. SufPreventi dandruff and hair
28 heifers. 703 pounds.
238
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
$2.75:
P. ZITO, Proprietor.
regarding
of
amount
the
court
the
a,,InK
out: restores life to dead hair;
fice to say that arrangements have
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- paid on the grant lands, speyed heifers, 718 pounds. $2.85.
taxes
be
to
..
TOTI A QffJkDI
removes
nue, where I solicit the patrnae
moles, warts and superfluous
been made to manufacture them in reported that
cohrt 'nad fixed tn E. W. McKenzie. Monabaus. Texas
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
large quantities during the coming sum at $7.50(1, the
puonc.
me
first-clasguaranteed
worit
138
aii
$3.40.
280
calves,
pounds,
In
Dealers
Groceries. Provisions, Hay,
$2,500, $2,500 to be paid
winter, and next season ballooning
as I have had fifteen yars' ex- cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
Sowder & Popham, Amurlilo, Tex- Grain and FueL
t
and the remainder In installAll of theje preparations are purety
perience
trips will be nothing unusual. The down
in
the
business.
1S8
747
as
Suts
made
heifers,
pounds,
$2.75.
Fine Line ot imported Wines, Uqaor
INSURANCE, REAL BSTATHJ
Mr. Raynolds reported" that
vegetable compounds. Hare Just adexplorer who first arrives at the north ments. paid
W. E. Halsell, Bovlna, Texas 493 to order. Clothes cleaned, prewed ana
and Cigars. Place your orders
over the $2,500 that had
NOTARY PUBLIC-Roobe had
1 use will
repaired.
' ded a vibrator machine for treatment
lole will do so, I expect, in some form to
specific
Tne
cows,
842
not
cows,
22
pounds.
$2.90;
wet
once.
5, Cromwell Block. Albuquerqu
at
paid
bo
this line with ns.
scalp,
of
cure
injure
faco
"will
and
of wrinkles.
discover
of airship, anil probably
th cloth, initio
. . - , f.. . i. ii ,
iThe members of the board signeu 790 pounds, $2.25
NORTH THIRD STRICT,
Automatic Telephone. 174.
I ho foundations of the eirth and disII Is also used for rheumatism, pains
ClfWncwt ln1 walllni,
,1 - n. ......
alSn
Frank
Bovlna,
not.
Texas
Rockefeller,
more
for tracts of land of
massage
pose once and for all of that redicu-lou- deeds Kid
and
to
order.
Give
me
82(1
343
a
trial.
50
Blockers,
seteach,
pounds,
$3.25;
fide
acres
,
to bona
and absurd theory that the world than
O. BAMBINI
ters as follows: Jose Manuel Gon- Blockers, f,'.i8 pounds, $2.75; 28 stock- Dealer In
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 1 UAYS.
is revolving in space."
riRK
737
pounds,
M.
ers.
$2.55.
Romero,
Maria
Jesus
Juan
zales.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
GENERAL MERCHANDISE",
INSURANCE.
NOTICE FOrt PUBLICATION.
Bon-ey- ,
Force to Make it Move.
Lopez, Klorencio Honey Albin
G. W. Howry. Naravisa, N. M. 28
cure any case of Itching, Blind,
Secretary Mutual Building Assoeu Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, nT
Mr. Kyan was asked on wlmt he
Pablo Honey, Guadalupe Solas, stockers, 837 pounds, $2.65.
Department of the Interior, Land
or Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 tion. Office at 217 West Rallr- oAll Kinds of Fresh Meat.
H. T. Groom, White Deer. Texas
based his theories. He counter ques- Rafael Sanches, Mrs. Creseenciana
100 North Broadway, corner of Was
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22, days or money refunded. 50c.
avenue.
Gonzales, 12 cows. 1164 pounds, $.i.5o; 6 cows.
tioned:
Jacolii,
Antonio
Juan
you.
j
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. A.
"On what proven facts lo astrono- George Scott, Homualdo Martinez, 1091 pounds, $2.40; 2 bulls, luoo
Notice Is hereby given that. Juan
nflEJSANOWCJWEII.
If yot; want results in advertising
x4$5Bi&-,mers and other scientists base their Juan Jose Moya, Anastaelo Cordoba, pounds, $2.05; t bull, i4l0 pounds, Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
Vjt 'I'KLkYj .IJw Kir for nnnttartl try an EveD'ng Citizen want ad.
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present day theories? I have as much The board adjourned to meet the sec- $2.40.
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Section
care of
Third etreet.
seventeen miles a minute, but that. w Range 3 E, and that said proof will 831 M)Unds, $2.35; 161 feeders, 782 M.; Jose V. Gutierrez
as
I
Placitas,
of
And
how
several
fires.
are going so fast that we don't appre- tie made before the Probate Clerk, at pounds, $3.55.
N. M.; Andres Armijo of Las PlaclU.
strange that people do
ciate it, or are not sensible of it. Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
Cowden & P.. Midland. Texas 100 N. M.
They tell us that we are kept on 1U06.
so, when modern HOT
feeders, 929 pounds. $3.40.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the earth by the force of gravitation.
ONSUMPTION
Pries
Canyon City, Texas SO
following witnesses to
names
Owner.
the
He
WATER
Register.
or STEAM
If a man is, then, standing on the prove his continuous residence upon, steers, 975 pounds, $3.45.
60o $ 1.00
0UGH8 and
0. W. Strong's Sons
systems warm the house
equator, could he
Trial.
OLDS
Free
held there by and cultivation of. the land, viz:
142
Owner,
Texas
Monahaus.
An
Awful
Cough
Curea.
throughout by the
force of gravitation if there was a
8TRONO BLOCK.
M.
Angell, C. E. Hodgin. Charles h alves. 27t! pounds, $3.90.
"Two years ago our little girl had
greater force of gravity outside the Elne, K.Mrs.
Surest and Uuickeat Cure for all
amount of coal
same
of sheep and
Some
sales
lambs
Brown, all of AlbuJohn
a
pneumonia,
of
touch
TROUBwhich
left
LUNG
her
and
THROAT
earth. We are also told the reason querque, n. v.
here this week:
ordinarily burned by one
with an awful cough. She had spells
LES, or MONEY BACK.
we do not feel
ourselves passing
1,, S.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Butterfleld
Tennessee
Co..
of
coughing,
stove.
just
one
like
with
the
througii space Is because the atmosI'ass, Colo. 2302 breeding ewes, 96 whooping cough and some thought
Register.
phere is carried around with
the
Dr.
"WllllumR'
Indian
Pile
$5.00.
pounds.
nho would not get well at all. We
. liiitme.iit will cure Uliud,
earth. If you go up a few thousand Torments of Tetter and Eczema AlI.ingan & B., Montrose. Colo. 297 got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
IDEAL Boilrra and
ltlorUuiie mid
llchiuff
feet in a balloon, where the centro-fuga- l
layed.
114
pounds,
ewe.
iI'Uih. liabHorliHthetumurii,
$5.00; 1103 lambs, Remedy, which acted like a cherm.
AMERICAN Radiator.
force of the earth would have
luyii tne licbliiK at oiKC,
Superintendents
Falrrlew
The Intense ltchins characteristic 72 pounds. $7.45; 300 feeding lambs, She stopped coughing
sad
and got stout
as a poulllre, Klvcn Instant re
no effect on the atmosphere, you need of eczema, tetter and like 6kin dis- 56 pounds, $6.00.
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
luf. Jr. uililuniit'JiKliiinl'ileUint-nin- t
and fat," writes Mrs. Ora Bussard,
only wait there until New York came eases is instantly allayed by applying
STANDARD
l
PLUVBING
Irtprwpaivtl for
Wsetern I. S. Co.. Byers, Colo.
Brubaker, 111. This remedy is for
around to you and then descend.
Kvury box ta
Inir nf tin private piirta.
MONUMENTS
Chamberlain's Salve, and many se- 27-- 1 feeding lambs, 3H pounds, $5,25. sale by all druggists.
AND
HEATING
r- Hy
liy
dnu'Ki-tK- .
CO.
R
on
mad
Kiirninteil.
1
Foundations at Poles.
S. I.. Staples, Colorado 500 lambs,
vere cases have been permanently
iO c iita and f I. (Ml. WILLUMS
rclpt ( pr
"(iving astronomers the advan- cured
N. Second St. Botk Phon
by its use. For sale by all 67 pounds, $7.60.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM rKUFCTURING f).. i'rops.. cuvelaua, oiii..
tage of arguments that we are on this
FXJR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
G. W. Terpening. Corona. N. M
BREAD and take no other.
world by the force of gravity, the druggists.
centrifugal force r the tarth would
yet be much greater and we would
be tlirowu at once Into spice.
"The foundations of the earth. I
com end are (situated nt the north
anil south pubs.
Nature has never H
allowed us to finally explore these
regions. The first person that comes
within range with a telescope will
te the solid foundations. It may
1 1
90ooeoc-oic9009omomoH
perhaps be a foundation o lock, and
IY1,
if followed up might lead tu the disB
covery ot oilier hemispheres.
Who
H
knows? We i an merely tlieoiizc as
we have done fur 'he ages dead and H
SI
gone.
PEL EN IS 31 .MILES SOt'TH OK ALBl'QITER-QT'E- ,
Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
U
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
"My theory also is iIihi the moveN. M.. AT THE JUNCTION' OF THE MAIN
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway
ment of the sun is not an optical deLINK OK THB SANTA KE SYSTEM
LEADING
FE
GO
SANTA
FREIGHT
OF
WILL
TRAINS
THE
lusion, hut thai it revolves around
EAST AND
i:ST KItOM fllirAGO, KANSAS
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
the earth u:ice in twenty-fon- r
sideAND POINTS EAST TO SAN
CITY.
real hours. I also claim 'hat If we
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
AND
FRANCISCO,
LOS
FROM
THE
ANGELES.
have necn moving through space for
H
thousands of years we would have arEASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
rived ai some destination or have rePASO AND TEXAS.
B
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
ceived some evidence of motion. It
l.OOO BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 2lx
(MANY
THEM
OF
GRADED
U
OF
THE
WELL
CITY.
can also easily be shown that the
140 FEET. LAID OCT WITH BROAD 80 AND
centrifugal force of the earth does
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 2u FEET WIDE,
not carry round the atmosphere wlta
MODERN
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASB
WITH PEAL'Tin'L LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
it, as ihe wind blows in all'direc.
A
GOOD,
AND
HOTEL
t ions.
PUBLIC
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
B
"If the earth revolves, it is absoSCHOOL HOl'SB, COSTING JICOOO; CHURCHES;
B
lutely cerain that there is a force
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL
M
which makes it revolve."
B
ESPEOPLE; SEVERAL IJVRCE MERCANTILE
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
H
TABLISHMENTS: THE BELEN PATENT ROU.ER
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
H
M'KINLEY-MINTYPURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
B
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
B
WOOL. FliOUR. WHEAT, WINE. BEANS AND HAY
THE MARRIAGE OF TWO POPUYEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
B
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
B
LAR AND INTERESTING YOUNG
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IK
PEOPLE AT CARTHAGE.
B
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
Tift' NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
v
B
;
A
pretty anil inti-- s; inn
H
occuri'dl nt t'artha.e mi Thursoeoeoyo9009-oo9090ooCSO AO
JOHN BECKER, Pres.
WM. M. BERGER, Secf.
day, October IX, when Mi.ss Allies
B
became the brlile of John
A
of that place, sa s the Socorro B
The t
which was H
performed by Key. II. M. I'trkins,
r
of the first Presbyterian church of B
Socorro, at the home of the bride's
Jh"- -
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A meeting of the St. John's Guild
whs held this afternoon at the Guild

-

SERIOUS

ACCIDENT

INJURED.

son of

y

Several dollars are required to got a really good
.Mir of shoes. If you pay too little you get trash and if
on iay too much you are paying for a name or a fad.
We h not sel!
At this store we steer a middle course.
shoes so cheap that they can not wear, nor 4o we ask
fancy pries. This is a popular, reliable shoe store.

i

Come and see its.

I"
'

The Swell Coat of the. Season
EStSSHSS!)

wm

dsn.

A swagger Style that is
enjoying a great kneed of

-

vu

..,

COL-ORE-

D

$12 to $30

i

$2 50
1 75
1 50
1 50
1 00

MEN S DRESS SHOES

SHOES ...
SHOES
HIGH
WOMEN'S
WOMAN'S LOW SHOES
CHILDREN'S SHOES ...
WORK

MEN'S

may think jou can pet
along very well with- vui a innnn. dui ir
you will consider a moment you will
realize that with a thoroughly good
piano in your home there In musical
enjoyment for you without end.
A good piano will make your home
hi interne, provide unlimited
mice
pleasure for you and your friends, be.
sides furnishing
safe Investment
that has little depreciation because of
high
reputation each make we sell
the
enjoys.
It
a mistake to put off ownIsn't
ing a piano any longer, especially
when there Is no reason tinder thi:
run for the delay?
Why should you delay?
Not because of terms, because we
have told you again and again hat
payments may lie arranged to meet
your wishes. Xot because of nny
ilouht about the quality of the piano
you may select, for that Is guaranteed

24, 1906.

Clay Wll''V. the
hall.
Mr. and Mr. Andrew Wliley of
popularity.
The tops of the Fundla mountains,
was the victim of a serious and
east of this city, are covered torn very pHlnful accident last week on acA
GREAT
snow.
OF
VARIETY
count of which b Is feared he may
of the Hor.iblnMc-CaffeH
A
SPLENDID COATS, RANGING
lose his sight. The lad was splitting
company came in from Thorcau wood at the tin"' nni1 was using a
FROM BLACK OR GREY FAlast night.
steel wedge to facilitate the process,
BRICS TO THE LIGHT
License to wed has been granted to wnen a particle of metil from the
s
FANCY PATTERNS
A. J. I.ove. aged 2S years, and Hertha wedge flew Into his eye destroying
the vision ntirely.
Fleming, aged 2" years.
Immediately after the accident th
Hurt Kvans, of the St. Elmo. '.8 up
wiin tne cniui tor hii- nnd at duty aguln. after a siege ot parents started
arriving
there arter n. hun
ver
City,
influenza.
I wo weeks with the
on aauiraay.
stage
drive
mile
dred
W. H. Wise, the socialist orator, Though the li"l(' fellow was suffering by us.
If there is any other reason we
who was here the other day on busi- great pain at
e time 'of his arrival don't know of it, and if you will come
ness, has returned to Santa Fe.
This overcoat, known as The
It was found necessary to semi him In nnd tell us what it is we believe
Mis. William I), RadellfTe of Helen to Kl Pa.-- o where an operation was we will be nble to clear the difficulty
Cavalier, Is more snappy in
Milwaukee,
of
preHauck
I.ydla
style than any presented
In
and Miss
performed as the only menus of
awav.
Helen.
from
city
the
ye.
many years. It Is the decided
are visitors in
serving the sight of the other
When you next go shopping why
favorite of the season. It is
of
Miss Maud Hurhagp, daughter
not. call here nnd select the piano that
thoroughly genteel; yet very
W. H. Burbage, the Wlnslow. Ariz.,
you?
ill's
I
boy
distinctive In Its lines.
banker, spent yesterday in AlbuquerAwaiting your call we are
The back is a plain box effect,
que.
Very respectfully,
sharply cut in at the waist, with
Randall Calkins has resigned his
LEARXARD & LINDEMANN.
A FUGITIVE
AS
the skirts flared. In a, II. S. &
position as engineer at the Indian
2of West Gold Avenue.
A. overcoat, the style Is there
a
on
reside
will
Buyers.
Lnrgest
hereafter
New Mexico's
school and
Piano
to stay, by reason of the fact
ranch near town.
that all the fine points of tailorALBUQUERYEAR-OLA. Bradshaw has resumed his for- - SIXTEEN
ing are brought out by careful
&
W.
QUE LAD ACCUSED OF ROBmer position with the local electric
"working-lnof seams
and
BING HIS FATHER.
light company. During the Interval
Wholaaala and Ratal!
edges.
he has been at Aspen, Colorado.
styles,
boy,
We have a hundred other
Jacob fiussaroff, a
A comfortable home and good salsome higher; some lower. Don't
was arrested here by Mounted Policeary is offered by party of young gentle- man Jesse Walbrldge and was last
buy your overcoat without first
$6.50
men to a good cook. Apply at 514 night sent back to Albuquerque. The Best American Block
looking at ours.
8.50
,Tohn street between 6 and 8 p. m.
boy was neatly dressed nnd of good Hard Nut Coal
9.50
Larger
Size
Hon. J. I.. Hubboll of Ganado, Ariz., appearance. He was arrested, on a
E
6.00
is In Albuquerque to attend the martelegram from Chief of Police Thomas Domestic Ga Cokeper load
$2.25
Wood,
Mill
Green
riage of his daughter. Miss Barbara, McMillin of Albuquerque, who wired
z.79
Wood, per load
to Charles Goodwin this week.
that the boy was wanted in that city Dry Mill Blocks,
3.00
per load
There will be a meeting of the La on the charge of stealing $165 from Factory
Wood and Kindling
Avenue Clothier
dles' Aid society of the Itad Avenue his father. When searched 20 ana Also Native Stove
in All Sizes.
Methodist church tomorrow atternoon some loose change was found on his Phones Black,
416
Auto.
280
at 2:30 o'clock in the church parlors. person. Of this money enough was
youngster a ticket,
A called meeting of the Degree of taken t() buy the
sent back to his town last
Honor at the residence of Mrs. John and ho wa.i
Kl Paso Herald.
son. No. 310 West Silver avenue, to night
morrow evening at 7:30 o clock.
CHILD"
Rev. W. W. Havens, superintendent
DEATH OF
Antl-Sa- of the New Mexico-Arizon- a
loon league, who was at Raton on
RESULT Of PLAY
business connected with the league.
has returned to the city.
Sheriff Lucero, with six prisoners
115-11- 7
for the territorial penitentiary at San DAUGHTER
OF MR. AND MRS
Between Railroad and Ccpper A ve.
ta Fe, passed through the city from
DIES
GALBADON
FRANK
Las Cruces this morning. One of the
FROM
INJURIES.
prisoners goes up to commence a !
year sentence for murder.
Galbadon
The frneral of Dolfi"
B. M. Donaldson of El I'nso, Texas, the six war old daughter of Mr. and
traveling representative for the
Mrs. I'rink Galbadon, of Duranes
company of St. Paul, Min- took place thN afternoon at ." o'clock
nesota, saddlery and harness, is in from the family home.
Interment
ARTICLES
the city calling on the local wholesale was made in Santa Barbara cemetery
and retail hardware merchants.
under the direction of B. K. Adams
Chairman A. A. Jones of the demoThe death of this little child was
IN
ABUNDANCE
cratic central committee, wnose ar- the result of an uecldent which took
URGE ASSOHIHENT
UP
rival at Albuquerque from the north place a week ago. She, with a com
was delayed last night on account of pnnion, was playing with u heavy oal
tied up traffic on tne Santa Fe, is ex- door, which was attached to .n oiu
pected to arrive here this evening.
adobe building near her home, the
C. L. Copeland, secretary and treas- fastenirgs of which proved unsecure
ure' of the Trinidad Publishing com- The Ur gave Itway as the children
to and fro and fell
pany, came In on the belated No. 1 to- were swinging
day. Mr. Copeland wa8 formerly a upon little Dolfiini crushing her se
resident here and expects to spend a verely. Everything was at once done
a week in town, visiting old friends that cruld be. Drs. Hope, Pearce and
TWtrr.
Cornlsl were summoned but the in
and transacting business.
little
L. H. Barton, formerly clerk at the Juries iroved too serious and- the
at er a brave struggl- for lite
Casleneda hotel. Las Vegas, arrived one
yesterday.
snccunbed
night
City
last
Meadow
here from th
H. Mellon in the caF.
succeed
pblielies,
Shoe
the kind that not only
pacity or day clerk at tne Alvarado.
Mr. Mellon has been compelled to Improw the looks of your shoes but
retire from the situation for the sec makes them wear longer. Laces for
ond time on account of failing health high cr low shoes, shoe brushes and
cork, leather or electric in
G.Wi. Oliver, late of Paducah, Ky.. daubeis,Lamb
Wool slipper soles for
who had been stopping in this city the soles.
past few monthB, has gone to Las men, svomen and children at C. May's
Cruces, where he has formed a part- shoe ore, 314 West Railroad avenue
nership with W. H. Fleming Jones in
COUPLES' NIGHT AT THE OP
the practice of law. Mrs. Oliver Is ERA
THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
RINK
HOUSE
TOMORROW
still here, but will Join her husband
NIGHT
at Las Cruces in a few days.
Horns Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
James Boyce, the
The DM annual ball of the Jolly
has just returned from Chi- Haymakers' association will be given
cago, where Dr. Murphy, a celebrated at Colombo hall on Tuesday, October
Round Oak, National and
cancer specialist, removed a cancer 30. Tickets $1, ladies free.
from the lower lip of Mr. Boyce, and
Heating Stoves.
Do it right away read the Lion
the operation was entirely successful.
Store
adv.
Mr. Boyce will remain here a few
days, visiting his sister, Mrs. Ed. Mi
COAL HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
HONEY
tt u ire, after which he will return to
his work In El Paso.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING
Ten pounds of tho best extracted
Yesterday The Evening Citizen honey, fl. Sixty-pouncan for ?r,.
published the proceedings
and ap Order by postal. W. P. Allen, Box 22.
pointments of the Methodist Episcopal City.
church,- south, conference, held la
o
Kneo length, all wool Jersey Legweek at Alpine, Texas, and in the list
of this city, gings for children and women. To, sr.
had Rev. J. M.Sollle,
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
$1. Lamb's wool slipper soles in
transferred to Portales. Rev. Sollie and
called at this office this afternoon and all sizes 20. 25 nnd 35 cents at C.
Agents:
Winchester Armand Ammunition,
PLUMBERS AND
DOC - WAM - JACK
stated that it. is true that he had been May's shoe store. 314 West Railroad
Hercules Powder and High EplMive.
avenue.
TINNERS
yet
charge
as
no
had
but
transferred
r
been assigned him.
The new foot ball rules have made
1 1 T- - Boat
mtroot
113. IIS,
T. G. Payne, the general auditor several changes this year. The tirt
Mexico
New
Btrmot
01, 403, NortH
of the Fred. Harvey eating houses, game of the season will be played
with headquarters at Kansas City, is at Traction park Saturday, October
in the city to rest up for a few days, 27. between Socorro and the L'niver- and was introduced at The Evening by.
Citizen office by Col. John Stein, the
A big line ot unredeemed overcoats
popular and efficient western superintickets ought, solo Highland Rooming House
lis THE HIGHLAND LIVER1
tendent of the eating houses. Col. for sale cheap at Rosenfleld's,
Stein will nrobablv remain here for Vest Railroad avenue.
AND EXCHANGED
..
BAM BROOK BROS., Prop.
Bometlme, as Manager Adams, of the
MK. M. c.
STABLE
BOARDING
AND
LIVERY
Office
Atioolatton
FOR
THE
HUNTERS.
Alvarado, was taken sick yesterday
&Uc
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
Transactions
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD)
calls
JUST
and it is reported he is suffering with Duck
Rfip to P"c The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
Guarantead
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
pneumonia. This afternoon his at liOadcd shells
f;c to $1.- -'
at special rates on week days.
Hunting coats
tending physician annouced that he is Leggings
No. 112 John St. KUXtNr tlU'5. I I 0 W. H. H. AV8. New Building, New Furniture, Steam
45c Auto Phone 604.
getting along nicely.
-un
Cotton flannel lined, canvas
Heat and Everything Connected
50e
cases , . , ,
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADDon't fail to hear Mr. Reynolds sing
BEER!
With the Place Brand New.
ROOT
GOOD
COLD
DRUG
FEE'S
CANDIES,
AT
15e
WALTON'S
Target
partridges
rifle
Opera
De Koven's "For This" at the
2") STORE.
DRUG
STORE.
BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
WALTON'S
AT
ROOMS
$2
.22
Stevens
rilles
House rink Thursday nii;ht.
(lun oil tier can
25c
Japanese grass limiting Mi.ts. 'i
perfect blind for I'.mUs and
geese
$!."J
C NEAD, Treasurer and Man$ r
LUNA,
SOLOMON
WILLIAM McOroSII. President
4 Stevens
1
single-barrshotguns
f3.ru!
(ordoii double barred 12 gauge shot
mm, genuine twist barrel. T
will stand the heaviest
charges of smokeless
powder,
ainl we offer it at a bargain. .$15.00
4
THE MAZE,
Wm. Kieke, Propr.
Silk sale right after breakfast tomorrow at the Lion store. Soe adv.
Mog-ollot-

Thoughts for Shoe Buyers

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

YOU

OLD BOY

YEAR

OF MR. AND MRS ANDREW
WILEY OF MOGOLLON

SON

WEST HAILWAPAU-J-

CITIZEN

to
"i
to
to

$1
3
5
3

OO
OO
OO

'

SO

2 50

I

H. HAHN

till!

CO.

Coal and Coke

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

purchased at F. F. Trotter's
vVhen
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
thy enter. This Is because we always procure tae best manufactured.
e find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F.

r.

TROTTER

rxoe. 118 and 12tf South Second street,

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

Tha Grsafesl Fair Has

Passed Into History

many
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet he 'found
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of In order to make
WATCHES, STERLING
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC, ever offered to the good people
of Albuquerque.

The

Hickox-Maynar- d

New

Mexico's

Co.
Leading

Jewelers

No

GO.

HARDWARE

The Wilson Hot Blest Heater is so constructed that it burns into actual heat every ounce of
ccal and every bil: of pis. There js no waste.
Not only doe it cut fuel biiis in half,
power
but it gives greater
than any other healer ..i,v. i.
Start a lire in a
-

WILSON
'

JsrMIV

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

and it will be roaring in live minutes.
The perfect damper system enables
jou to keep fire for 36 hours.

ALBUQUERQUE

STEEL RANGES

mm m mm

SLWJ!i

STOVES

5c, 10c & 15c

II

SI 8.00 aild

HARDWARE

CO.- -

SOLE AGENTS
THE

Peninsular

WHITNEY COMPANY,

-

rirt
Flrt

Albuquerque,

T'UtntuifU.

M.r

tf.;.

'Wktcn-v-

od

.

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Jewelry, Cut (;1hh. Clocks,
Urui,-- A SQUARE DEAL.

8llvwrr;.

Ww '.nvite

4

nmui,

;

EB1TT

O

well-know-

v

HEATER

V

NORTH FIRST STREET

n

Waste Fuel
lu-.tfin-

IBMMEBIE & USA QJQEm

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

SOUTH 8EC0ND STREET.

ALBUQUEROUE

It Will Pay You to Trade With

j

Band In Your Watchma tor Rapalra
THE ARCH FRONT.

The Railroad

.......

I

i

E

el

hl-g-

F"or

the

Best Line of

We have just received a complete line
of Sweaters for men and boys, including
white and fancy colors.

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

WHY PLANT THE SEED VARIETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE

"SEEDLESS
AT SMALL
124 SOUTH

APPLE"

COSTT

N.

ORCHAR.l

W. ALGER.

WALTER STREET.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREA
BREAD and take no other.

All prices from $1.00 up.
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

4

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
516 WEST RAILROAD.
1
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR
PER WEEK.
MAH ARAN,

The Woman's Exchange Is the only
place in the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
de baked on paprus pin plates. Wo-

STO WEB
In Albuquerque

te!''i.!itl
I

i

at-.'- -

sis
ij!jiTiTiOtf

Sec Ours

home-cooke-

4
4
4

man's Exchange,

avenue.

401

Went Railroad

FCE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

AT

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.

3
1'

a

s

